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CHAPTER I 
THE <,ROWING POPULARITY OF TELEVISION 
ThroU~l\'out the years., man's curiosity a.nd ingenuity have prompted 
him to consistently investigate the unknowno These explorations have led 
to many inventions of importanoe, one of the most reoent of which is tel-
evisiono 
David Sarnoff., President of the Radio Corporation of .Amerioa., stated, 
"Since the beginning of time, man has sought to extend the power of his 
senses and to enlarge his oapaoity to perceive and respond to the world 
around him."1 On April 30., I939., Sarnoff., standing in the light of the 
noonday sun at the New York World's Fair., announeed the'birth of a new 
industry-----televisiont 
Sight had been added to sound through engineering skills whieh 
brought the world to the home and brought a new American industry to 
serve man's material welfare. 'felevision has bacome an important factor 
in American Eeonomio life through in£orming the publi~ of new materials 
and markets., of new advances in industry., and of the world and its hap-
penings as well as bringing worthwhile entertainment into the home. 
Recently, numerous agenoies and institutions have recognized the possi~ 
bilities of educational television and have experimented with various 
types of programs in an effort to study their appeal to different age 
lo . .•rrin 
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groups. Both television personnel and educators are fast realizing the 
enormous potential of television and its significance as a tool in the 
total educational process. 
The birth and phenomenal growth of the television industry has open-
ed the door of opportunity not only to countless entertainers and teuhni-
cians but also to professional eduoa~orso It has broad possibilities and 
untapped potentialities. It has most of the qualities of other media of 
oo:m:m.unioation (the motion picture, the radio, the theater, the pres~) but 
is more versatile than any one of them and is as effective as the t~tal-
ity of the qualities it has obtained from them. In the field of home 
eijonomios, television has created additional opportunities for those who 
oan plan a role, model, demonstrate products or practices, teach youth 
or adults, and/or plan and direct educational program.so Television ex= 
ists today as a challenge and aD opportunity for the professional home 
eoonomist. 
For several years, television has been a powerful f'oroein.ma.IJ.y 
fields, fer the enlighte:mnent of the viewer. Not cnly has television 
offered opportunity for people to see things they have never before seen 
but also it has Gpened a field for teachers and @ther educators. Televi-
sion gives the viewer the feeling he is an onlooker at a:n event or tha:t 
he is actually a part of the event at the moment it is taking place. It 
is true that the same information given over educational television pro-
gralll$ might be presented in readable form but it would be mu@h less 
effective than an educational television program because sueh programs 
make a more direct and personal approach than is possible on a printed 
page. This intimacy is enhanced by the faet that television is usually 
received in the home and in the living room when the viewer is ready to 
listen and Qbserve. 
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The qualities of television which have the greatest value to eduoa-
tors are its method of distribution, its versatility, its immediacy and 
intimacy, and its power for expertly informing, persuading and suggest-
ing. Television, although usually financed by advertising, has been 
undertaken by educational institutions which carry no advertising. The 
National Citizens Committee for Educational Television see it as a great 
national asset which liberates millions of people from the bondage of 
ignorance and sets free their talents for fuller expression; increases 
the real income of farmers and workers and thus raises the prosperity of 
the whole nation; invigorates the democratic process at the community, 
state and national levels; and opens up a great new national university 
t f ' 1
. . 2 available for all to attend-- he university o ones own 1v1ng room. 
Educationally, television will enable the best of current thinking about 
human affairs to be presented more vividly to millions of people in their 
homes, as well as to children in schools. Television cameras can tap 
vast reservoirs of information and instruction. 
The family circle is the favored audience of the cultural agencies 
and institutions of American communities because of its interest in the 
all important problems of home and family life that are so vital to liv-
ing. Home economists are trained to deal with these problems and are in 
a position to help families. They have the opportunity to assist with 
family living by transmitting experiences and providing learning situa-
tions for the youth and adults in the local community. Television, 
through educational programs, can disseminate the important information 
these experiences present to many people simultaneously. Through televi-
sion the knowledge and techniques of master home economies teachers and 
2This is Educational Television, National Citizens Committee on 
Educational~elevision. 
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other expert authorities in the field can be tapped at one originating 
point and spread to multiple and separate outlets simultaneously. thus 
reaching far more people than is possible for an initial broadcasting 
station. By means of television people. objeots and events can be uti-
lized more effioi~tly for educational purposes, therefore making tele--
vision more than just another medium of audio-visual education. Home 
economists, because of the very nature of their work and its emphasis 
upon home and family life, can do something, make some kind of fruitful 
professional use of possibly the most powerful medium. of common comm.uni= 
oation yet devised. The door is wide open for home servfoe programs on 
television. Eduoational television is a great community service, it 
helps children both in and out of school, it is educational and enter-
taining for adults, it is a;n i:nvestnrent· in s&lt~improvement that pays 
off immediately, and it prie,vides a real opportunity for teachers and 
....... ·-
other home economists. 
Television is.. diffe.rent from mo.s.t o_ther means of mass oommunfoatiil'lilll~ 
in as muoh as, it combines the most aooepted and profitable assets of all 
other means. Television differs from a faoe-t0=faoe meeting in that the 
performer cannot see the effect of what is said by observing the expres• 
sions of the audienoe and in that he must be more oons®ioua of time and 
the spaoe in whioh he works. Television differs from radio broadcasting 
in that one must learn not to talk all the time, but to U$e vital mean.$ 
of oo:mmunioation. An experienced radio person often finds the adjustment 
from verbal to visual expression quite difficult. However, one soon 
learns on television that "aot~ons speak louder than words." 
Television is_ based upon qualitative as well as quantitative criteria. 
although visual methods of presentation limit the amount of material that 
oan or should "be oovered in a given per~od of time. Programs a.re designed 
to in.form, to develop appreciations, to stimulate action and to entertain. 
When the differences between television and other means of oommuni-
eations are understood and aooep·ted as a challenge to the ingenuity of 
educators, television becomes a fascinating medium for eduoation in that 
it gives oititens a better understanding of the world inwhioh they live. 
It helps the individual to know and appreciate the dreams men have had 
for a better world, enables them to arrive at valid ideals and objectives, 
and provides the techniques for achieving their goals. Television pro-
grams attempt to help viewers achieve goals by demonstrating how to deve+· 
op individual abilities and stimulating persons to engage intelligently 
and logically in the thinking prooess. 
The demand for home eoonomios programs is evident in the number and 
type of home products advertised, and the popularity through the years of 
radio programs dealing with home and family life problems. The inoreas-
ing number of req;uests to participate in educational programs .received. by 
individual home economists poses a challenge to educators in this field. 
Some of the areas and agencies using television as a teaching mediu:rµ. 
are programs for children of nursery school and kindergarten ages and 
programs for older children offering constructive entertaimnent-plus-
instruotion in games, crafts, music and play-aotingo Talks by authorities 
a.lso are scheduled in various fields to cover a variety o:f.' spe~ia.l inter-
ests. Programs are presented that bring; forth new career horizons to 
highschool students and other television viewerso All areas of home 
economics are rich sources for television progra.mso For homemakers as 
well as for professional people., one finds programs on the subjects o:f' 
nutrif.ion9 diets~ meal-planning, clothing., household equipment and home 
f'urnishingso Those dealing with techniques include 'how-to-do-it' progri,ms 
for both men and women. This type presentation inoludes hobbies. sports. 
all the things that help people do their work. enjoy their avocations., aztd 
spend their leisure timeo Homemaking programs all.so inolude sueh rroduo= 
tions as understanding the young child. seleoting meats, buying fruits alld 
vegetables, food fads• maple syrup uses., broiler meals. your sink center., 
protein pointers, floor ooverings., summer snacks, pa"bter:ns for chubby chil-
dren, carefree clothes. household hints and the likeo 
Advertising is an outstanding factor in American businesso It is the 
pump primer of industry., creating new and greater markets. The advent of 
a new advertising medium of the potential stature of television is an eoon-
omio milestone of profound signifioanoe. To bridge the gap between prodµ-
oer and consumer is to lay the strong foundation of national prosperity. 
If the television advertiser· ~·spends upon a straight spoken commercial an-
nouncement to advertise his product, he oonstruots it oall!efully. A larg, 
peroentage of the advertising will be visual and muoh of it :may be an in-
tegral part of the main program struotureo The spoken commercial on telc,-
vision, when most effeotive, is delivered without a script. and by a person 
who radiates sincerity. In spite of all the well-chosen words used to de-
scribe a package offered by a sponsor. the familiarity developed with th• 
home audience is infinitely greater. This opportunity permits the advef"':' -· 
tiser to have his best salesman and to use the most effective combination 
of selling ideas directly in many homes simultaneously. 
People untrained in television techniques are entering the field in 
increasing numbers because of the rapid development of this medium of 
oommunioationo Home economics is one of the popular areas from which peo--
ple @ome, but one in whieh there are few trained for television. These 
people also a.re rela:tively untrained in demonstration teohniques a.nd meth-
ods o The mistakes oftentimes observed prove the need. for ma.king available 
more training and experience. Mistakes frequently observed are the making 
of unnecessary motions, awkwardness in working in a small area, wearing im-, 
proper ($lothing for the type program being presented and making unnecessary 
noiseo Other program deffoiencies point toward the la@k of specific train-
ing in planning;, organizing;, staging and so1"'ipt wri"t;ingo During reClent; 
yea.rs, the need for preparing home economists for television work has i:r:l!-
o:reased but there is little evidenc,e that studies hav,e been made :r'ega.rd::tng; 
the s:f'f'eait of the education and the experience of the pe.r.:f'o:r:mer i:n pi"e$ent-
ing inHHlEH:1srul homemaker programs,.. Che.noes a.re that no matte!/' how ·t;ele'l'r:1 ... 
sion-unconscious a home economist is, more than likely she will at some 
time be ©alled upon to fill in, to plan and develop or to present a tele-
vision progrrun .. Sueh a eaH ~an and frequently does ~ome with little fore-
warning, leaving the home e conomist faced with the problem of gaining her 
wo:rking i:nf©1rma:tion on a new means of mass oommunioation in a few hoult's' 
timeo The usual sour~e of help»-the textbook--oannot be relied upono Sel-
dom does a textbook ecmtain specific information of techniques for home-
maker pr,ograms but rather an @ver-all view of historical and scientif"i@ 
infor:mationwhi@h is seldom usable because of the changes in industrial 
facilities f©r improving programs. The show itself;, to keep f1r•om being 
obsolete, must be built on a solid factual foundation, have enter•tain.rnent'; 
value and an abundance ©f visual appeal. Souroes of blueprint specifioa-
ticms for good programming are the professional perioditials.- Current lit-
erature attempts to keep up with changes in the television industi·y and to 
deal specifically with professional problemso 
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Home economists may prepare themselves for the field of television 
by formal education and practical experience. Prospective television per-
sonnel need specific helps in planning, developing and presenting programs. 
The person who is suoeessful as a television performer must be able to 
\ 
assist the director in developing, planning and presenting a program that 
will most effectively put across the ideas seleeted. This kind o:t' train-
ing is relatively easy for people in the field of homemaking eduoation 
a·nd they are frequently mote able till· explain,· plan/ and. direet·programs 
than those who have had no training in teaching methods and te~hniques 
and the planning of learning situati~ns and experiences. even though they 
have had much training in televisiono 
Little is known of the development of television programs for home-
-·- ··-
makers in spite of the remarkable progress that has been ma.de in this 
fieldo This new industry is drawing reoruits from. numerous backgrounds! 
Certainly a home economist., specializing in aiw area of the field, should .. . .... 
be aware of' how.television might be used to advantage. Demonstrations 
are sometimes not up to standard, enthusiasm is .:f'requently laoking, a.:nd 
all too eften programs are dull and monotonous, voicing platitudes only. 
To compete with entertaining •soap operas,' the eduoationa.1 homemaker 
show must be both new and drama.tie. 
Television demonstrating provides opportunities for @reative exper-
ienoes of' all kinds, and neoessitates an understanding and awareness ~f' 
the basic prinoiples involved in presenting a homema.kerts program, as 
well as the ability for ma.king, produoing and presenting new ideas and 
experiences. The potentialities of educational television programs are 
just beginning to be realized, in an area whioh needs professio~l and 
trained home eoonomists. Now is the time to lay the groundwork, oa~""'-
tiously looking to the core of' each phase of home and family life for its 
visual and aural possibilities. If television prograJI1S ©an be built 
around faots whioh help to meet the problems of today's world, participa-
tion in home and family life programs will build basic skills and under-
standings and provide experiences whieh will help individuals take a 
responsible place in sooiety. 
At the present time the primacy purpose of :m.a.ny homemaker programs ls 
to extend the servioes of the professional home economist. These servio,s 
include the demonstrating of steps in various homemaking tasks, the use of 
products and equipment and the distribution of in.formation of particular 
interest to homemakers. Home economists, thus engaged, :may be regular e,-
ployees of the television broadoasting station, employees of a cooperating 
oompany or agenoy, or of persons or business firms financing the program. 
Publicity may or may not be a by-product, but programs including subjeots 
of interest with specific helps and ideas for the viewer are generally 
us~d to reaoh this objective of servioeo The writer is one of those econ-
omists who, because of the responsibility of her position, was oalled upon 
to pe.rtioipate on television programs without previous training, thus ne• 
oessitating lee.r:tdng on the job. The vividness of thes• exp~rienoes, th~ 
memory of problems faoed and the recognition of the need for a more thor-
ough understanding of the basio prinoiples observed by authorities and 
current performers prompted this study. The purpose of the study is to 
de·termine what information is :needed by home economists for presenting ef• 
feotive homemaker programs, and to asoertain ourrent trends, praotiees and 
teohniqtres used by professj.ona.1 demonstrators and telev.ision personnel. 
The study, Basio Prinoiples Involved in P.t-esenting Home Servioe P:.ro-
grams ~ Television, was seleated beoause of' the lack of speo:i.i'io inform.a ... 
tions in this field and the realization that inadequate emphasis has been 
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placed on the training of home eoonomists. If home economists are to be 
trained to engage in television• a clear picture O·f the nature and range 
of the attitudes, responsibili~ies and problems of home and family life 
programs on television must be obtained. 
The writer believed the basic principles involved could be deter-
mined by- a study of the literature on techniques and praetic!s and a_ s~ 
ve;r of' the opinions and attitudes of' pro:f'essiol:le.l people ~n televis;?~o .. __ 
Since home service programs on televisi~n a.re still_in a stage.of develop-
ment, the experiences and procedures used by- suecesstul professional peo• 
. . 




A PROPOSAL FOR STUDYING TELEVISION PROGRAM:; 
The television industry has expanded rapidly during the past two 
deoades. During that time professional television personnel and eduoa-
tors were called upon to face a great variety of changing problems. In 
t his same period, there arose an increasing demand for data of a useful 
and informative nature. Today, in order that a television program may be 
presented successfully and intelligently, every performer must be in pos-
session of vital facts regarding all phases of program presentationo 
Specific information regarding planning, organizing and producing 
~elevision programs in general oan be found in recent literature, but 
• 
little information is found concerning the presentation of home service 
programs. Some of the souroes of general information are found in maga,.. 
zines such as the Journal of~ Eoonomios, Praotioal ~ (,Ecionomi.d.s and 
the Kelvinator Institute Kitchen Reporter, while books on broadoasting 
deal with writing for radio and television with o~eative bro&dcasting and 
demonstration techniques and methods presented. Muph helpful information 
can be obtained from state agricultural extension services which have 
television programs and from individual equipment and manufacturing eon,-
panies. These a.re in the form of pamphlets, handbooks and mimeographed 
releases. Information concerning radio production can be helpful because 
many of the same techniques are used on television. This particular 
study was undertaken to determine methods, techniques and procedures of 
p~ofessional .home economists and television personnel in presenting home-
11 
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maker pregrams; to select a descriptive listing of basie essentials that 
would be o:f' value; and to provide some helpful suggestions for• those in=-
volved in television broadcasting. 
It was hoped that a record of the basic principles and faots pertai:r;i.-, 
' ing to the development of a successful home service program. on television 
could be prepared. Information was obtained through interviews with pro-
fessional people, observations of current television programs, and refer-
ences to professio:nal literature. 
To 9btain information, it was necessary to solicit the help of~ 
;- ( 
group of professional people in the field of television and demonstration. 
Oontaots were made with those persons believed to be most capable of fur-
nishing the :materials and faots needed. These included those professio~l 
home eoonomists who present, direot and/ or par·bioipate in regular televi-
sion for programs :f.'01.• homemakers; employees of home service departments of' 
public utility oompe.nies who serve as counselors and directors, and tele• 
vision studio perso:cnel who assist with suoh program.so 
Preparatory- to making interviews,, all persons were oontaoted by letter 
and given a brief explanation of the purpose of the visit. In order to use 
the time for interviewing effeotively11 a set of questions to be used as~ 
l 
guide was formulated. The major questions used had to do with homemaker 
program production and presentation. It was hoped that thes~ questions 
would lead to further statements of opinions and attitudes. 
-It ,ms realiz.e-d that much of the information reoeived from eaoh per-
@Olll would be opinions, ideas and attitudes gained through personal exper= 
ienoe in planning, produoing; and presenting television programs rather 
than that gained from authorities in the fieldo Actually, there were no 
1see set of questions, Appendix B, P• 77. 
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®dtH:rn.tional prrigrrurrs for homemakers; they are the authorities in this sti;idy,,, 
2 
A form was px•epared for use in making obsen·atio:n.so This inchtded 
vaJi:>ious television pr.og;rams for home:makerso Obse:rvations al~H) wert'e mad$ 
'bo obtain information regarding successful and unsuc~essfu.l pracd;;ioes and 
t~©hniques of individual demonstrator.so 
It was hoped that this study would help home e@onomists in preparin$ 
f@:ri> Jc;el.evision prog1·amming aud through educational television and home 
meithods us®dp di.i'f'erent phases ~f work stressed and the wide field of 
homemaking; e:id,ended to include more peopleo 
2see Fo:ri•m for Observations 9 Appendix A9 Po 76,, 
INFORMATION REGARDING TELEVISION PROGRAMS OBTAINED 
FROM INTERVIEWS 
A knowledge of the basic essentials as well as a knowledge of· 
methods• techniques and procedures in current use was necessary tor an 
understanding ot present and future trends in home se.rviee programs on 
television. The primary source of data for the study was that of the at-
titudes and opinions ~er professional people in televisiono The writer 
believed that the attitudes and opinions of professional home eoonomists 
and other television program personnel regarding the type of programs 
used in their presentations would be of immediate and f'uture value, es• 
peoially to those entering or planning to enter this field. 
Five televi.sion studios were visited and six professio:nal performers 
and eight home service and telEW"ision personnel were inte;rviewed.1 The 
six persons first interviewed were professional home economists who main-
ta.in :regular television programs for homemakers.· They, throughout this 
paper, are referred to as professional performers. Home servioe is th, 
term used to describe persons employed by public utility oompa~ies and 
whose duty it is to direot and/or maintain programs for teaohi~ home= 
makers to use commodities and servioes such as gas and eleotrioity. 
Television studio personnel inolude all other persons involved in present-
ing a program; eleotrioians, cameramen, stage directors and assistants. 
1tist of interviewees., Appendix c, P• 78. 
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Th-e qt:restions -a:sked--wer-e--a-n -atta111pt to obtain information regard~ (1) 
the understanding of fundam.ental principles.. involved in pr!sen~~ng. a 
homemaker program on television, (2) the basic essentials necessary for 
a,. suooessful prQgram, (3) the fundamental skills of communication and 
expression.needed, (4) and the opportunities ~vailable for self-expres-
! 
sion through the creative aotivities·d.molved. Only those q~estions 
,· 
that the interviewees could answer readily and those which the writer 
. . 
believed would arouse:·.interest in the study undertaken were included. 
It was believed that more could be obtained through the interview 
method than·would be possible through the less personal procedure of re-
. -
-qu~ti~ answers to a questionnaire. This proved likely for the people 
cont~eted seemed eager to talk with the interviewer and the personal 
interest stimulated resulted in much information. The procedure used 
gave the interviewer an opportunity to ask additional questions, taking 
advantage of the clues presented. 
Sinoe over-all impressions are sometimes more or less ine.oourate, 
the reoords made of the answers given by all inte~iewees were studied, 
summarized and tabulated in the order of f'requ&:i:,nY• 
Although time and spaoe do not permit a. detailed disou.ssion o:f the 
specific items learned, both regarding the perso:nnel needed and ~h~ ~ro-
grams presented for homemakers, referenoe to the tabulated data. shows 
that there are .sertain general principles that the majority of the inter-. ' . ,_ .. , . ' .... 
viewees agreed upon. The summarized answers are presented in Table I e.nd 
Table II. 
\1st of questions used in interviews, Appendix B, P• 77. 
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TABLE I 
SUMMARIZED STATEMENTS OF TELEVISION PROGRAJ[ PRESENTATIONS 
MADE BYS.IX PROFES"STONAL PERFORMERS 
Types or Statements Ma.de 
Personal Requirements of a Demonstrator 
Attitude of visiting neighborly with audienoe 
A liking for people and sensitivity to their needs 
Pleasing personality 
Good habits of grooming 
Pleasing mannerisms 
Courteous :manners 
Ability to express ideas effectively 
Means of Determining Viewers' Needs and Interests 
Reqµests and criticisms received by mail 
Requests and criticisms received by telephone 
Home @alls and eontaots with homemakers 
Miseellaneous methods of determining popularity 
Expressions of opinions and attitudes by studio 
personnel 
Polls and surveys of people's needs, interests 
and reactions 
College Subjects S~ggested As Important Preparation 
Prinoiples and techniques of demonstrations 
:S~thelor Science degree .in home e oonomios 
General principles in tood preparation 
Broad background in English 
Speech, training in expression 
Skill in food preparation and service 
Photogenic properties of colors and textures~ 
photography 
Psy~hology and human relationships 
Jowrna.lism, script writing and publicity :materials 
Important 00Trieks of the Trade" 
Know and like television 
Be liked by the television crew 
Appreciate ~:aokground and ciroums-hanoes of audience 































TABLE I (Continued) 
Types of Statements Made 
Charaoteristios of Current Television Programs 
Content usually foods and nutrition, planning 
and preparation 
Emphasis upon meal planning and cooking of 
complete meals 
General shopping and buying hints included with 
cooking. 
One main· subject for each program 
Miscellaneous use of information for the homemakers 
Talent Used on Current Television Programs 
A regular experienced demonstrator 
Home economists as fill-ins for regular performer 
Regular performers and oooasio:l!lS.l home economists 
Special guests regularly 
Reasons for Seleoting Program Material 
Praotioal, down-to-earth home economics topics 
Usable information on economic level of viewer 
Topics following mood of demonstrator 
'· 
Types of' Homemaker Programs Bast Reoeived 
Those consi1;1ti:ng of' cooking methods and procedures 
How-to-do-it show 
A variety of' topics 
Props or Sets Used in Program Presentation 
Permanently installed kitchen 
Kitohen arranged for camera, well planned 
Kitchen with variety of' props and displays 
Kitchen with visual aids to emphasize points 
Needed Mastery 0£ .Materials 
.. :Bdi'@ .,oo.;oki~ techniques and applioa.tion 0£ 
prinoiple.s · 
Use of all types of home equipment 
Knowledge of' the products and their uses 
























TABLE I (Continued) 
Types of Statements Made 
Program Schedules 
Varies weekly aoeording to topio selected 
No pe:rmanent theme., but day by day planning 
Varies weekl-y, maintains.regu:!,al" daily schedule 
Monthly theme, daily topic selected accordingly 
No particular theme used 
Most Effective Duration of Programs Presented 
A 30-minute period, 5 days a week 
Fif{;een :rninu·te pe:dods • 5 days a week 
One hour daily for the five day week 
Best Time for Homemaker Programs 
Hour selected after studying needs 
A popular time of day important for suoeess 
Number People Appearing on the Program 
As few as possible., few e:x:<\leptions 
T~o ma:ny~eause @onfusion 
Too many situations t;;Jause Gonfusion 
Advocated l or 2 persons, never more than 3 
For demonstrations., only the demonstrator 
The performer and one guest 
Methods of Handling Commercials 
Maintain continuity of programs 
Program. with only one sponsor, better 
Studio takes care of advertising 
Demonstrator presents @ommercials 
Co:mm.eroials are worked into the program 
Type of Script Required 
Good educational medium., but time~oonsuming 
Written S¢.ript as detailed outline 
Seript not required for experienced personnel 
No scrip·!;., demonstrator ad libs 
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TABLE I (Continued) 
Types of Statements Made 
Preferred Clothing for Program Performer 
Type of program determines costume 
Simple aooessories best 
Tailored street clothes 
Costume must not detract f'rom program/o~ performer 
White or company uniforms 
Doesn't make any difference, clothing a minor item 
Program Presentation with Guests 
Speoial guests usually interviewed 
Guests demonstrate, if trained in program presentation 
Program Planning Used 
Includes showing finished product 
Follows outline listing detailed steps of presentation 
Planning and organizing program important 
Includes program rehearsals 
Includes program.rehearsals before eamera 
Points Believed Important in Program Presentation 
Work so audience can see what is being done 
Learn to consult director, lighting men and 
other crew 
Praotiee timing words with actions 
Avoid distracting noises 
Keep in mind camera spa.oe limitations 
Use normal voioe, speak olearly 
Self-eonfidenoe in handling food and equipment 
Lear~ to work in close quarters 
Be na.tural, sincere and at ease 
Move slowly so oa.mera oan follow 
Learn to work with the oam.era. 
Personnel shGuld be familiar with studio used 
Use simple terms and words 
Program must be well organized and timed 
Keep wark area uncluttered and olean 
Complete all things undertaken 
Talk to oamera, not to the table 
Always faoe the camera 
Make only the ne~essary, deliberate movements 
Be pr~otioal, interesting and ohalle.ng.ing 







































Information Obtained from Six Profess ional 
Television Performers 
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When the six professional home economists, persons who gave regular 
television programs for homemakers, were interviewed regarding the per-
sonal requirements of!:. demonstrator~ it was found that they unanimously 
agreed upon three items. All six stated that the performer should have 
a friendly attitude while visiting with the homemaker audience. They 
also said that the performer should have a liking for people and be sen-
sitive to their needs. All thought that a pleasing personality rated 
high in the performance of a successful demonstrator. Five said they be-
lieved that good habits of grooming and pleasing mannerisms played a 
vital part in a successful program. Only four of the six listed courte-
ous manners and the necessity of being able to express ideas effectively. 
The persons contacted also agreed ~pon the means used to determine 
ii:elevision viewers' needs and interests. All reported that requests and 
criticisms received by mail and telephone were their main sources of eon-
taot with the public. Four of the group, those oonneoted with utility 
companies, use information obtained by home service consultants when mak-
ing home visits and discussing homemaker programs. Two persons said that 
they used no one certain method in determining program content. Both of 
these people build their programs by months and explained that they used 
holidays, seasonal interests or special events oeouring in the locality 
as their center of interest. One performer ma.de the statement that her 
program presentation was rated by studio personnel (persons assisting or 
observing). She further stated that they were particularly interested~ 
mueh in earnest and very constructive in their eritioisms. Another 
interviewee reported that the studio ma.de .a regular scheduled survey, 
seeking the popularity status of programs. 
Although the persons interviewed have grown up with the industry and 
may not have been able to represent the present day possibilities of col-
lege courses , when asked what they considered AS basic educational _prepar-
ation, the information gained from them was general in nature, su~gestiilf!/ 
many things to be learned through class experienoes. 
One of the b&sio eduoational needs oonsidered by all as important 
preparation for prospeotive television performers 1noluded speoifio tra1:xic-
ing in prinoiples and teohniques in demonstration. General prinoiples of 
food preparation also were listedo A broad ba9kground in English, oover-
ing literature and oomposition, was oonsidered imperative by the entire 
group of interviewees. Everyone seemed to plaoe emphasis on the need for 
speeoh oourses, inoluding voioe plaoement, publio address and dr~tio 
preparation, especially, with training in expression. Four of the per-
formers agreed 'that skills in food preparation and service were neces-
sary. Two mentioned the importance of a knowledge of the photogenic 
properties of oolors and textures. 'They referred to textures in mater-
ials as well as in food products, partioularly those used for display. 
Skill in planning, designing and visualizing the "perfect" picture should 
be aoqµired through a course in photography. One person suggested a 
oourse in journalism, especially one in script writing and the use of pub-
licity materials. This, he said, should include reporting, feature writ-
ing, radio and television script writing• Some technical training in 
psychology and human relationships was also oited as important by one 
person. 
Most of the experienced performers interviewed learned methods and 
teohniques of program presentation used on the job and seemed to take 
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this information for granted. Their experiences are so much a part of 
them that they do not seem to be aware of the specific knowledge gained. 
This may be why no more specific techniques were mentioned, and a lack 
of awareness of the many things learned through experience seemed to 
exist. 
Some of the Tricks of the Trade, believed by the people interviewed -- . . 
as important, included knowing and liking the television crew. Four per-
sons . said that since those who work in television are always working 
with others, especially engineers and directors, harmonious relationships 
are very important. Four of the performers said that good rapport must 
come before any degree of success can be obtained. Typical remarks were: 
"Be liked by the television crew (the wise performer is one that will 
want to listen to the advice of the crew)?; "be friendly, cater to their 
likes and dislikes as much as possible~; and~"take time to know one and 
all of them personally."' They seemed to believe that special effort 
should be made to make friends with the crew, regardless of whether the 
performer was on the air once or many times. Even though the people 
interviewed plaoed the rapport of the crew as basic, they called atten: 
tion to other things whioh make for the suooess of television programs. 
All four seemed to believe a thorough knowledge of the community would 
enable the performer to present programs which met the needs of the pub-
lie. They said the knowledge needed included, not only the habits and 
mores of the people, but something of their background, their social and 
e~onomio status, and their religious and political beliefs. One mention-
ed that without real understanding and interest in the audience and the 
cooperation of the television crew, the performer had failed before he 
began. She also called attention to the following points as important 
factors in building a successful homemaker television program: 
Know what the homemaker in the particular vicinity or 
locality wants. 
Keep uppermost in mind at all times to plan for the 
mass-•to reach the masses. 
At the same time, remember that progrrumning is for an. 
individual or a "living room" group. 
Another individual ag~eed not only to the importance of good rapport 
among television personnel and a thorough knowledge of the public, but 
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also stated that the demonsirator is really a minor person in a program. 
The six persons interviewed represented five regular television pro-
grams for homemakers. These programs represented the viewing possibili-
ties in the range of the writer's receptiono When asked to describe the 
characteristics of current programs, it was found that each of the five 
usually consisted of food preparationo The people interviewed reported 
that nutrition, meal planning, new reoipes, new foods, new materials and 
equipment, as well as shopping hints, buying information and reports of 
trips create a good deal of uwvieiwer acceptancje."' Three demonstrators 
have o:ne main topie for eacih program. Only one program was reported as 
givint mi~eellaneou~ information, including clothing, sewing, new mater-
ials and patterns. This program has guests and interviews eaoh day, 
beginning each program with an interview,. 
Answers to the qµestion, what talent is used on television. p:,rograms 
for homemakers, emphasized the interviewees' previous statements re-g11rd• 
ing the need for both a good, sound preparation and praoitioal experience 
in solving homemaking problems. This need was further emphasi~ed when it 
~.s f'eiund that the personnel interviewed, repre~e11ted five homem?,ker pro-
· grams which had regular day-by-day demonstrators. These women do the 
entire planningp organizing and presenting of their homemaker programs. 
They 9 alcne, are r esponsible for these programs and for any per sons they 
i nvite to perticipateo One program. has one or more guest s, eaoh of its 
f ive days on the air 0 Two of the persons interviewed were nf"il.l~ins 9 m 
presenting; p~ograms only when asked3 while two who were regular per f"orm--
ers9 had guests only when visiting home economists were availableo 
The r easons f or selecting progre.Jq. materialg given by fiv~ of the 
six pe~f ormers, is that the homemaker will be more likely to take time 
:f'!>om her household duties if she feels that her television viewing will 
make her housekeeping more efficient and hel p her provide mor.a gracious 
li.ving f or her familyo All beli eved that the progx-am must i nclude dowrlP 
t'°'"'•eart h suggest ions which. a!'e on the economic l evel of the viewero They 
belierved t hat t he viewer should be stimulated to tey the things suggesteq. 
innnediatelyo One performer stated that her philosophy for presenti ng a 
p~~g~am was to do whatever she felt like doingo This 0 she thought9 reM 
aulted in her best progr am.so 
When o onsul ted as to the ~ of progr ams mos't; popul ar 9 the int er-
viewees r eported the 'howmto-do-it' p~ogramo They felt that television 
is a well suited medium f olr' demonstrating p~ocsdwres and te~hnique~ and 
t hat it adds t he personal dra.matio touoh which makes l earning easy and 
enterta i rdng. The main type of program presented by those contacted 
proved to be f ood preparation shows 9 with emphasis on t he 9 h w-,to,,,,do,=.it o' 
One peirformec stated t hat the show she present ed was madei up of vaZ"iouB 
homemaking activities , with no one area pr edominatingo 
Since t he majority ~f prog~a.ms repo~ted dealt with f ood preparation 
and the ·use of household equipment9 it was no't su:rplt'ising t hat t he sets 
~ inyrogram pr esentation by t he six profe ssional television personnel 
interviewed were regular kitchens i n the studioo They cited t hat; t his 
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was neoessa.ry to establish a living show, to present a homelike stage, to 
make working more convenient and to emphasize the points they wanted to 
put a@ross. Their kitchens contained a range, a refrigerator and, usually, 
a f-Jl'eezero These pieces of la:rge equipment., in combination with cabinets, 
were arranged to aeeo:mmodate the television earn.eras. All six persons 
agreed that a stage does not lend itself to an ideal arrangement for a 
home kit@hen but that good kitchen planning should be followed in so far 
as possible. TWlO performers sai~ that special props and displays were 
desired; and one oalled attention to her use of many types of visual aids 
to emphasicte special points. The terms, wprops; 1m and l)ljaisplaysilf' were used 
when parts of the stag~ s~tting were :referred to, while that of wvisual 
.aidsvr was used when referring to small and less perm,anent things whieh 
helped to illustrate a particular point being emphasized. 
Included in the discussion of subjeot matter and training was the 
importance e.nd need of :::.'mastery of :materials when presenting a television 
program. The si:x: performers agreed that knowledge and ability to use 
basi© cook:i:ng; teiehni~::ues is important. Five said that only thJ!"ough the 
kn@wledge of products and their uses oan principles be applied. All oo:m-
mented upon the need for being able to use all types of home equipment on 
the :market t<ro>day. Three of the demonstrators mentioned that :m:uoh printed 
material·is available on all types of equipment and that no home economist 
need be uninformed. 
From opinions expressed, it appeared that programs~ scheduled on a 
weekly basis. Three of the performers stated that they felt the best plan-
ning was that of a series where a caption or title held throughout. They 
had a special weekly theme which coordinated with an overall monthly theme. 
Only two of the women said they planned day by dayo One reported that she 
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had a eer't;ain theme on Mondays and another on ea<Clh followi.ng day of the 
weeko She said she always presented a complete meal and usually worked 
a.round seasonal and local interestso One worked only with a. monthly 
theme while one said that she had no plan for continuity and did no oo:rp-
plete meal planning. 
In discussing the duration~ programs presented~ all said that t~e 
length determined the kinda.nd oha.raoter of the program. Four of the 
group oonta.oted presented 30-minute programs and considered those the 
best length. These were for five days a. weeko One performer ~entioned 
that the type of program presented depended upon the station and the time 
allotted for the prog:rrruno She said the beginning homemaker programs ust1-
ally start with a 15 or 30-minute periodo Another stated that her station 
had started with a. 15-minute daily program but that it was not successful 
in many respectso The one~hour program now being presented was believed to 
be the best for a homemakers' program. This person said that she was on ,, 
the air for a daily visit 7with the a"Udience and that no announ@ements re-
galfding future programs were ma.de unless something speoial was planned. 
Al though the persons interviewed had different ideas about the ~ 
hour for presenting homemaker programs~ they all seemed to think that the 
selection of a program time demanded careful oonsidera.tion of' the inter-
ests and needs of the audienoe served. Five of' the performers said that 
one important factor in presenting a. show was the seleCltion of a popular 
time of day for the audience. 
One of the problems always faced by the television personnel ·is the 
selection and number of performer's appearing on any one program.. The au-
thorities interviewed agreed that the number of persons participating in 
any one program or appearing on the station at any one time should be as 
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few as possible. '"Three made the remark that too :many appearing; at once 
~aused confusion, partioularly if there was any movement whieh the eye 
followed. They also oautioned against showlng; too many situations.in any 
one progra.m. advo~ating that the number be one or two, never more than 
three" They eonsidered·simple demonstrations good, provided the viewer 
.. . ... ' 
could see, step by step, exactly what was done. Any extra movements, un-
e:xi.peoted situations, Gr any aotion that does not fit in naturally distract 
the viewer. Two demonstrators stated that they did not have guests on 
their programs; they, themselves, were the only ones appearing. Two 
others said that two or maybe three persons could appear on a program pro-
v:i.ded a great deal «:i>f planning and praotioe had preceded final presentation. 
Many women• s shows have spot ('jO:mmeroials whieh !:!:! handled_ in vra.rious 
wayso These may or may not be related to the program presentedo In pro-
grams of this type. the advertising freq~ently breaks the line or thought, 
making it difficult for the performer to hold the attention of the audi• 
enca. The program personnel interviewed felt it important that suoh pro-
grams be planned so that maximum continuity oould be maintained. They 
H.id that pregra.ms which had a single sponsor usually appeared to be b_e~ter 
organized and that much of the advertising was brought i:n as a :regular p~rt 
of the program. They believed that when this was d<:>ne, the program flowed 
smoothly and :naturally, never irritating the viewer. Three performers. 
said that their studio takes care of the advertising. Utility and other 
oemmereial firms presenting television programs do not have their de:mo:n-
strators present the oo:mmer~ialso Of the six perf?rmers interviewed~ it 
was found that two presented their own oo:mmereials. They said that their 
progrruns lent themselves very readily to the use and advertising of the 
sponsor's product, providing what is called an vsintegrated oomrnerl')ial. w, 
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wThis planning and organization, nr said one, "ina.kes for a smoo·bh and more 
even movement of the program.m 
All persons oontaoted regarding the type of soript required agreed 
that television is a wonderful but very time-consuming educational medium., 
particularly for those who do program planningo The actual presentation 
requires only a small proportion of the total time needed to produce 
worthwhile programs. They said that one must have observed or experienced 
the giving of television programs to be aware of the time consumed by: 
the location of people's needs and interestsi the seleotion and planning 
. . 
of programs; the writing, editing and timing of scriptsi the staging and 
collection of props, to say nothing of that used in preparation and re• 
hearsals. The majority of the people interviewed were responsible for all 
of these activities. They recognized the enormity of the time required 
fer preparation, the patience needed and the oonstant effort used in pro-
dueing worthwhile programs. They believed that each of these is necessary 
whether they are the ones who do it or not. One performer did no soript 
w.ritingi thus, her program was all ad libo Three of the performers wrote 
out their script and practiced before the show. One said that a good ·: <,. 
point to remember in script writing is that, "The opening of a program is 
the show windowo®r It should challenge and hold the attention of the audi-
en0e. She also stated that the closing of the program was equally impor-
tanto Two of the group said that only after muoh experienee does a· 
demonstrator feel that she need not write a script. They believed that 
the more a demonstrator does in preparing, planning and giving programs, 
the less time they take, because of the acquired experienoe. Some studios 
require a written script. One performer said that the person who oo:mmands 
her show presents outlines of the working script to the director and/or 
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0rune(fa :m.en t@ a(igp.w.int them w:i th the moving pro@®du:r:•e :f'\ol't· that pZ"og;l•a-m . ., 
When t®lmrisi<OJn was n.ew a:nd in the very fi:~·11rb sdsag;es of develop:m.e:1rrb 
and expe:tri:menb.tion~ the p:rc>oblem of' olothir1g ~when~ the plrog:~"am 
ia:eemed t<:li be a veX'y importa:rrb oonoerr1 of' per.formers., Now the expx•ession 
of individuality seems to be the mod6g so individual taste and decision 
is the f'inal word., HoweverD four of the women eontacted stated emphat~ 
foally that a tailOi:rt'ed street @ostume or a t:llOmfortableD beco:m.ing and 
~imple dress like that worn by the average homemaker was most desirableo 
Imrnaoulate g;x•o®ming was considered essential., One WQman reported that 
she w@re and lrequb,ed others on her program to weal' a unifi,,rnr-,type \ll'ess o 
Thh was a wa,e;hable ·!;ail©red d."'ess:., All menti@ned that a perf'o:r.mer should 
dress appropriately9 and that what is worn should be determined by the 
t,yp~ pr,ogiram giyen., ln any oase.., two of t;he w,m11e:;r1 sa.i.d that the ©ostume 
musd;; J:lQTt de:rkra©t frii;))m the :pi•ogl'amv the peJrformer ,o::r t;he ac·lldon ·taking 
plal'.!le,. Jewell"y0 lfUf'f'J.es: and other @ver=d:rra:m.at;i<(} aciJetSS\<'.jl':i.es 11.rere belienrl'd 
by fbre intr/llJl"VieweeiB to draw attent:i.!i:lJn away fi•om the lesson. being t,aught,. 
O:ne pe:rfmrmeir stated emphatically that the type of ©{)Js·tlll'W9 worn mad@ IYO 
d:i.ff'e:rewr:,e!) that tb.ey apprei\'3ia:bed kn1owlng; that mu(;;h <rxr the preparation ft>:rf 
e.nterd,a:Lni:ng ;,1lould be dCJne af·ter dressi:ng for a par"by .. 
O:ne pr\0gira.:m usually presented ~ gueiir!;:s: begins w.lth a. @ommercial 
and leads :i11t11 1u1 inte:IC'view., This i.S' do:ne bei~a;u.se the studio personnsl 
'tiditfli'<ei ·tha:t gue,iiits wan·!:, ·to kn,:J>w e1xa@·l;ly · the t:une ·!;;hey :appelfl.!" ,o:u 't,he a.ix· o 
A:pp~a:d.ng eiarly in the prog,rrun ass:u:rt<&J@ guests of the timell :ne®ded and d,oes:il 
D.<Ci:'t ©bligate th,em 't,<o stay ·tht'f®>ugh the e:irrtiil"® pr,ogJ.~a.m., One tci th.res guesta11 
e,ppeair «:1n thfa pL"@gra.:m dailyQ It is a very diversified one whieh :1.ncludes 
@~:mm.@::re;ials » :b1t;ervi~r1111S ·w:i'th guests and intermittentD u:rirelated fo,r;;d pX"e= 
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pa.ration de:rll.Onstr_ations -whl.oh portray reoent ideas obtained. 
Two otlie.r studios use guests in a slight,ly. different manner. Three 
p,rformers reported that when a guest was present, the program was an 
. . . 
interview type. However, two persons said that when guests were :trained 
in the tach.niqµes of working and presenting ideas on television, they were 
asked to do some demonstrating. The frequency with which ~uests are used 
on demonstration programs seemed to be limited because -0f the need of ad• 
vance preparation and rehearsal. 
Three of the six performers interviewed called ~peoi..al attention to 
the importance of' planning and organizing when producing programs. Good 
4l)lpening @ontinuity was believed to contain the essential information to 
' ~ . . . 
introduce ·the participants, the series and the individual program. All 
three women believed that good openings arouse interest in programs, 
stressing their timeliness, appeal and valueo These women men-bioned a 




This plan includes the £ollowing steps: 
! The short, to-the-point introduction (usually a lead which 
leads up to the idea without giving away ~he entire program). 
The sho°W""'how or 'how-to-de-it'. demonstrations, 
The finished product. 
Everyone interviewed agreed that a finished product should always be shown 
even if that product had to be prepared before the program. Two of the 
women stated that they rehearsed eaoh entire program before going on the 
air, to make sure that oorreot timing had been planned for all parts.of. 
the presentation. They considered rehearsals an excellent way of deter-
mining the strengths and weaknesses of P,l'l.~gf:~¥!:•·:'. -. ~ 
When the six professional people contacted were asked ~hat they be-
lieved to be most important factors in program presentation, a variety of 
comments were made. However, there were a few things on whfoh they all 
agreed. These statements, as sunmiarited, were: 
Praetiee timing words with aotions. 
Work so audience oan see what is being done. 
Learn to consult the director, the lighting men and other 
orew members• 
Avoid distracting noises. 
Self-confidence in handling food and equipmento 
Keep in mind ~amera spaoe limitations. 
Use normal voice; speak olearlyo 
Three comments were made by each person. Whether they were thought 
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insignificant in relation to the others, or whether the persons contacted 
thought them so evident that they took them for granted, was not ~nown. 
These included the following: 
Be praotioal, interesting and challenging. 
Make only the necessary, deliberate movementso 
Maintain a neighborly, visiting attitude. 
Further reference to Table I will point up other beliefs regarding program 
presentation expressed by the persons contacted. 
In:f'ormation Obtained from Eight Home Service and 
Television Studio Personnel 
It was believed that the opinions and attitudes of professional peo-
1 
ple employed b_y the home service departments of public utility c011'1panies 
and television studio personnel 'Who assist in presenting homemaker pro-
grams would provide additional inf'o.rmation regarding the principles in-
volved. These individuals were not only speoia.lists in their own field, 
but had had both b:roadoasting e±p~rie!),Qe:iand tr~i'ni:ng •. 0 Although 'they -were 
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another group of interviewees, many of their statements were similar to 
those made by the six professionalshome economists referred to earlier. 
The utility company employees who did television programs and all person-
nel connected with eight homemaker programs were interviewed and the re-
sults of these interviews were summarized and tabulated according to their 
order of frequency. These summarized statements are presented in Table II, 
on page 330 
The eight interviewees separated the type of homemaker programs best 
received into two olasaesg the vhow-to-do-it' shows and the interviewo 
Six persons mentioned that the current television vhow-to-do-it 1 shows 
consisted of foods and equipment with some nutrition, meal planning a.na/or 
food preparation as a framework for each program. Four believed that the 
puying of foods and eqMipment, with related household hints, were vital 
information for the ho,emakero One person stated that he felt that pro-
g~ams presenting a gen,ral variety of homemaker interests were best. 
1hree of the interviewees mentioned that they did not have regular guests 
~s did two other directors. They said that only when special guests come 
to their town9 such as visiting home economists, do they have them appear 
tn the program. One p~rson said that his station never had guestst but 
that they did have a demonstration type program. 
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TABLE II 
StrMMARIZED REACTIO~S OF EIGHT HOME SERVICE AND 
TELEVISION STUDIO PERSONNEL 
Types of Connnents Made about 
Television Program Presentations 
Best Type Program to Ee Presented 
How-to-do-it Program 
Foods and equipment 
Nutrition and meal planning 
Buying and household hints 





Length of Program Most Desir.ed 
30-minute 
One hour 
Preference of Themes for Presentation 
Weekly seq~ence 
Guest demonstrator follow regular theme 
Day-by•day planning 
W.eekly sequenee 
Popularity of the Prog~am Determined 
Eduoate as well as int$rest publio 
Mail and telephone 
Home oalls 
Research citing needs, non-existent 
Studio personnel attitudes and opinions 
Homemakers send in reoipes, etc. 
Continuous investigation needed 
Mastery of Materials Needed 
Know subject thoroughly; present in i:ateresting manner 
Basic cooking techniques 
Skilled use of all equipment 




























TABLE. II (Con.tinued) 
Types of Comments l!a.de about 
Televi51ion Program. Pre-sentation 
r-ype of' Basie Education Suggested 
Demonstration experience 
Speech 
Bachelor degree in heme economies 
Food preparation and theory 
Common sense and experience 
Demonstration techniques 
Method of' Commercials Presentation 
Demonstrators do not give commercials 
Studio takes care of all oonnneroials 
Demonstrator works program around commercials 
Number of People Desired on Program acl; One Time 
Only demonstratorJ others distract 
Demonstrator and one guest 
Few as possible 
Type Staging Bel.ievedcBest 
Nondescript flats or backdrops. inadequate 
Permanently installed kitchen 
Different scenes 
Using props and displays to change 
Noisy, complex settings are d.istraoting 
Educational Qualifications Required of Demonstrator 
Ability to speak . 
Experience and training in demonstration techniques 
Training in foods and equipment 
Their personality 
Abilitf to plan program dealing with living , 
Knowle4ge of the product and service given 
Amount of Soript Writing Reqµired 
Experienced person better without script 
Demonstrator writes own script 
Doesn't make too muoh difference, follows director 
































TABLE II (Continued) 
Types of Comments Made About 
Television Program Presentation 
Type of Clothing Worn 
Tailored dresses best 
White or eompany uniform 
No particular; left to demonstrator 
Personal Charaoteristios Considered Important 
Act natural and be enthusiastic 
Speak normally and naturally 
Ability to express in own words 
Ability to reaot to energenoies gracefully 













All of the personnel oo;nneoted with ho~em.aker programs said they_be-
lieved that the time of day and week had a great deal to do with the group ------ - ... ,, .. ···-· ····· · .. 
or groups available for watching a program. Each ,presented daily programs 
- - .. .. . . . . 
for a five-day 'W'eeko Six of the eight persons oontaoted worked with a 30-
minute program and believed that it was as long as a homemaker oould spend 
... ' . , 
in television viewing. Two persons, oo:rmeoted with a one-hour program, 
said they believed that the hour selected was considered a relaxation per-
iod by homemakers and if the program was interesting and profitable, they 
would watch the entire hour. 
When asked their preference of themes for presentation, three persons 
said that planning weekly sequences met the needs and interests of the 
homeiu:lter~ '?hey stated that individual shows naturally evolve out of t~e 
general plans for programming. Two of the home service.personnel iz.i.tel°"." 
viewed reported that their home economists do not do regular telecasting., 
but serve as substitute performers. When they are asked to fill in, they 
Jt;ll'>y trt» follA,l!W the ©d.gil'la.l studi@ pleu1 a.:nd pr~e@red with the ir-egulair i;hen1~0 
Day .. :by=day plamd:ng wa.s preferred by ~me interdeiweie 11 1llfhi1.e a mti:n:thly ~e,"" 
!![Uen©® wasi tions:tdered. best by anothero 
The E®\QUlai!"it;y of ·t:he yrogram pr.eseiinted was very info:ii·mal.ly deter-
ninedo All the personnel inte;rviewed made the statement that programs 
3h@uld :srl:,r.ive to mee't; theil."' obligations fc:1r educating the public at the 
same t:bne they :ma'ke an a.ppeaJ. i;o audieooe interest a.:o.d pG:J,int of vi.ewo 
Tb11',ie stat~d that, unfortunately, resea.r,,h into what televisfo:n e.udience~ 
nee,dD -war.rt and sh,ould have is practically w,,:r1-e:x:isd:;e:o:bo Seven ©f the 
g;i:t'©tilp Slaid thei:t• 1!ltud:i©s relied upccn."l. requests a:n.d i@l:d ti@is:m.s f'z>o:m the pup= 
lil:'ll> 1,1tad-@ th1f',£J)'agh mail a,n.d by telephoneo Iu additi6n9 five hOl!Il.e se:rvi.©® 
per.s@nnel us®d ho:rrie t~a.lls as one method ef determining the needs a:n.d :in,, 
tei:rest1:t ©f rwme:makel"5l o Orie me:m.ber ©if the st'!roiQ) pier.s<@:rmel :me:ntic;ned tha:t 
his 8t~d,:lt1n p;,roei·-eri@udy had homei:makers send in. reir.:3ipes whfoh late:r we::re 
used i:n p::r'@gJl•am presentati©>no This was done t~ tibte,in a subj®,2t with a:P"" 
p~d t,o ·!:;he publi@ and whic~h was attimed t© ·&;he @u:r:reJnt intei:resi, ,1:f' the 
viewers o One per.SJt1:r1 «JJautio:n@d demonii.rtl'a:tors and tele©aste:t•s against lerfr-. 
idng peJra@u:a.l lik@ful and d.islik~s inf'l·u.ence the oht1foe ()i' a pl'!OlgJ:>Wl'l.0 Hei 
1V([)i@r:5ld ·thei beliei.f' that all television p:rog;i.i>runs a:hould b® based tlp(o:n ©©no 
"i;i:nutJUJJl i:mrei:~rtigatic:m rund expl@:ration of' pe0ple1 si1l needs and interest;s as 
W{'Jll rsi.s ~1p,(l):i!l the 1,\i.Se @f s,dentif'i© i'aots and pr:in©iple8lo He alstQl @alled 
at·teini:d@:r.1. t© the tact 't,hat he;;i:m.emaking pract;if.$eJS are eonst,a:rrtly cha11g;i:ng 
bee)at.,sei of the i:nta•oducrtd©n @f new equipment;, products a:nd pl'ti1~edm"es 0 
Pers@1m®l @n such pr©g;!"a:m.~ 9 he said9 ll'lhould :m.ake sure that theil(" pX'eiEe:l'.,F 
tati©a:rtm a.J1•e r}l1,:,,:;r'l'1(l)t!)@l:"a ted by e:x:act, up,,·l;;o~date inf'©:rrmati.@no 
S@ve:n @±~ t;lb.e eig;h'b people inte:nr:i.ew®d. ©o:m:me:nted :1t•eg;a:rdi:ng ·t;he mas"" 
-t;e:.j @f nJ21:te:1:ial~ ~ by the tel.eGas·bero They stat;ed that 9 ideally/) a 
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television performer should know her subject thoroughly and should pre-
sent it in an easy and interesting manner. All seven listed a thorougk 
knowledge of basio food preparation techniques as very important, with 
skill in using eqµipm.ent and materials not far behind. Mentio3i was alfO 
made of the need for making wise use of all printed materials. 
When the type of basic education thought necessary was discussed, 
the eight people contacted mentioned that homemaker programs became more 
popular with the 'how-to-do-it' shows. Seven mentioned the necessity of 
performers• having demonstration experience because fields such as art_ 
home management and housing lend themselves readily to visual demonstra-
tions. Five of the group stated that they preferred that their demon-
strators have bachelor's degrees in home eoonom.ios, with much everyday 
common sense and experience gained through demonstrating. They thought 
that this experience gave the basis for the presentation of simple, clear 
programs. The majority of the group emphasized the need of good back-
ground and training in speech, especially for those persons planning to 
enter the field. Professional television performers, educators, home ser-
vice and studio personnel all said that they felt very definitely that the 
rapid changes now being made in television emphasize the need for trained 
personnel. 
Most of the demonstrators contacted do not give commeroials. Six 
said that the studio takes care of the advertising with their own statton 
announcers. Two stated that their performers plan their program around 
oommercials as much as possible, thus making for a smoother presentation. 
When program directors were asked how many people appeared~~ 
program, it was found that five preferred having only one person, the 
demonstrator. They believed that additional people distract i'rom the ma.in 
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purposes of programs. They made ',every effort to ke.ep programs simple, di-
rect and interesting. Two stated that if they had a guest, they used the 
demonstrator and only one guest. Another person said that his studio had 
as few people as possible in one program. When groups were used,, seldom 
were there more than two persons speaking. 
Inquiries regarding the best staging for television revealed that it 
does not have to be elaborate to be visually good. In fact,, rather simple 
settings are normally encouraged, for homemaker programs. Six of the 
eight people interviewed stated that they had a regularly installed home 
kitchen as the stage setting. One interviewee said that noisy, oomplex 
settings are distracting; that simple settings let the viewer fix his at-
tention upon significant features of the content as well as upon the per-
former's actions. All believed that performers cannot be placed in front 
of a nondescript flat or backdrop with the hope that the set is adequate. 
One person said that his studio used different scenes, depending 
upon the program to be presentedo He said that the scenic effect desired 
for a particular show is sketched on a colored paper background with bright 
colored chalks. Ordinarily, the main topie of a particular day's show is 
determined by the demonstrator-performer about a week in advance. In many 
©ases he gives the Art Department a rough penciled sketch of the kind of 
111topioalm background desired. The Art Department, made up of trained art-
ists,, then selects an appropriately oolor~d paper for the background and 
. . 
prepares a small-sized "rough" sketch of the stage setting. This is done 
several days in advance. On the day of the show, the colored paper is 
mounted on a frame. The outlines of the soene are sketched w/ith light 
lines and the details are filled in with colored chalks. He also said that 
this la.st step of the process is done in the studio and takes only an hour 
or an hour and a half or studio time. 
When asked if they had any specific requirements as to the personal 
oharaoteristios !!: ..quaii£ioations of~ rlemonstrator, all eight of the 
home service and tel~ision studio personnel interviewed mentioned the 
need for performers• being able to speak oJearly and distinctly. They 
said that they did not require nor particularly want~ great actors, but 
they did want people with ability who would be themselves before the 
oamerao Personalities are more important than properties was the belief 
of seven of those interviewedo Persons who are articulate and well 
poised, who possess sincerity and "sparkle" are sought by broadcasting. 
stationso They realized the need for experience and training in demon-
stration teohni~µes, in food preparation and the use of equipment, as 
well as the need for knowledge of the products and the services they are 
giving. They expect their demonstrators to plan programs which deal with 
the whole of living, so that everyone benefits from the subject matter 
and an interest is created in ·a-et--iwe y.i&w.e:r' participation. 
The amount of script writing~ _yariedo Five of the per·so?Jllel vis• 
ited stated that their demonstrators write a detailed script outline when 
planning and organizing a program, but feel that a rigid .soript places an 
unreasonable burden on a performer. Si:x: stated that after a demonstrator 
gains experience and confidence, results are usually more interesting 
when the performer speaks spontaneously and uses visual aids in prograni-
ming •. Only one program director said script writing mad~ little differ-
ence and th.at his demonstrator did all ad lib performing, while three 
followed the director's instruotionso 
When asked about the ~ _!! olothing ~ ~ performers ~ programs, 
seven of the eight people stated that tailored street dresses were besto 
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Howeve:r,11 two said that their demonstrators wore white uniforms or.regular 
company uniformso Colored dresses of plain design were preferred. One 
person said that his studio was not particular regarding the type of dress 
wornil that this was left to the demonstrator. 
Some of the personal characteristics and habits considered important 
were those of being natural and enthusiastic. They wanted performers to 
know the order of the program and to be able to anticipate studio acti= 
vities which otherwise might interrupt. They also expected each perfor:m,,. 
er to know his subject matter and to be able to express :it in his own 
words. Another essential listed was that of careful pre~planning which 
enabled the performer to think clearly and to so plan that he is ready 
for emergencies when they arise •. :;.kll Jl!elievea that ,pe?!formers should be. 
encouraged to speak normally9 that there was no need to rush, that a nor-
mal tone of voice is necessary because microphones are very sensitiveo 
The eight interviewees stressed again and again, the importance of 
making a friendly, natural appearance even when mistakes are made. One 
of the persons visited said, 
If a mistake is made, don't worry about it. Correct it 
gra~efully and don•t st,iffen upo If you take it easy and 
smil~ at yourself, you will look like a 'human being' and 
peopile understand that human beings make mistakeso 
Only a study of each person in the light of his personality and ob-
ligation to the job as well as the situation in which he worked would 
give a feeling of adequacy and importance to the information obtained. 
Since space does not permit a detailed description of the situations.and 
the interviewees., the reader is referred to the summarized statements 
presented in Table II, on page 33 for additional information. 
CHAP'l'ER J:V 
OBSERVATIONS MADE OF HOMEMAKER TELEVISION PROGRAMS 
To find out what basic principles were actually applied-! repeated 
observations were made o:f' seven different homemaker programs. These 
were in the writer's television viewing range and were typical homemak-
ing programs, complete with discussion and demonstrations of costume 
styles, clothing oonstruotion,, food preparation, home decorating and 
I . . 
even gardening. Two were an interview type which included around-town 
announoementso Each had the same person as hostess-performer throughout 
the observation period o:f' several weeks. 
Observations were made in television studios as well as in the home 
on a television set. A form :f'or recording comments and describing the 
special feature~ observed was prepared and used throughout the observa-
t . . . d 1 ion perio. • Some o:f' the things looked for were identification of pro= 
gram personnel, the content covered, the general practices used in the 
program presentation, the use of commercials• the stage settings and 
equipment involved, the voo~bulary used, the manner o:f' dress and pers~nal 
mannerisms of the performer. and the special emphasis·in eaoh program. . ' . . , . " . . 
Obher points noted were variety of content, length o:f' progre.m. frequenoy . . . ~ 
of program, persons participating and the e~uipment used. 
At the end of the observation period, the data recorded were stu~ied 
1see Form for Observations, Appendix A, page 76. 
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for similarity in program and studio presentations, particularly those f~o-
tors which either strengthened or weakened the performanceso This was done 
in an effort to looa.te the basio principles followed in order that they 
might be listed as a guide for inexperienced persons planning to ,nter t4e 
television fieldo 
The results of all observations were carefully studied and listed as 
strengths or weaknesses. Since no tabulation of summarized descriptions 
gives all the information obtained, only a general discussion of ~ome of 
the praoti~es observed is attempted. 
The daily programs observed were of four types. These included two 
one-hou:r combination programs., two 30-m.inute food preparations, two 15-
minute variety and news programs and one 30-minute variety interview. 
They were presented by four home economists who were the regular demonstra-
tors, two daily homema.k:e:;r news commentators and ;:<me da.ily interviewer. 
Oooasiona.lly, guests appeared on the :majo:dty of the programs observed. 
Two h.e.d guests approximately half of the 1:;imeJ others used gues't;s less 
frequently. One program had no guests during the period of observationo 
A:n auiste.nt and/ri1: a ma.id helped wH,h two of the program.is presented. 
However, they remained in the baokground and sometimes created a ~istrae-
tion. In two instances, guests actually presented the program of the day, 
the person regularly responsible serving as an announcer and assistant. 
' . 
The~-~ interview program observed usually opened with a eom-
mercdal by the hostess-performer or a studio announcer and then proceeded 
into interviews with important personalities. These programs dealt w-lth 
current interests, emphasizing oooupations, hobbies, honors and other 
special items of appeal. others included fashion forecasts and simple 
suggestions on f'ashion styles and news. All of these are intended as 
entertainment for the public rather than as eduoational programs. They 
are televised from living room sets that are seldom changed. The back-
drops are stationary, portraying one living room wall. 
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A tentative sohedule ~ ~ 2,! ~ one-hour programs begins with a:n 
opening where the demonstrator-performer is seated in a dining room with 
one or two of the guests who a.re experts on some pa.rtioula.r aspect of home-
making. The backdrop is the same from day to day. The guest is drawn in-
. to a disoussion on any one of may ideas of value to the homemaker. The 
inter·view uses .from a fourth to a half of the program. time. It is broken 
at five-minute intervals by commercials which are mostly nlive.w These 
are related to the program as muoh as possible and many are made by the 
demonstrator herself. 
Following the interview, the demonstrator rises, says goodby~ to her 
guest or guests and walks llfinto a kitohen,"' on an adjaoent stage ~etting. 
In the kitohen she rapidly demonstrates some aspeot of food prep~ation 
j.n mu.oh the tStandard fashion. 
It appears that this program format is :typio:al of the one usi:,d, witl'j. 
minor variations, in many television stations in operation today. Slight 
adjustments are made for 3()..minute programs, but all food preparation 
demona:trat:i.ons are similar to that used i:n the latter half of' the one-ho'4r 
show desoribedo 
One of the SO-minute prograllll,; observed specializes in all food pre-
paratio~ $hows with the slogan, wProvide taste, nutrition and eoonomy in 
everyday meals."' A complete meal is prepared every dayo Also, n~w meth-
ods of kitohen oa.re, oleaning and other household hints are oorrelated 
with food preparation activities. Party arrangements and recipes, and a 
special "Foreign Food Fare" day, with unusual dishes as well as interest-
ing guests from the home service field, give this show variety and change 
of' paeeo Although the backdrop is a permanently installed kitohen in a 
television studio, :rna.:cy areas of' homemaking other than food prepa.Tation 
are inoorporated into the program. 
One of the things that the public objects to is the a.mount of time 
that commer4!l.ials take from the main part of proFam.s• Five demonstrator~ 
presented their own eomm.eroials o They used two methods t ( l) that of in-
tegrating the features of the produot into the demonstration, and (2) 
stopping dut'ing the demonstration and talking about the product for one 
minute 0 Two of the programs observed had no oommeroials. In these oases, 
the program was announced by a station announcer who mentioned the sponsor, 
taking 11:mly a. minute before the program started. A similar announcement 
was made at the very end of the program, before going off the a:ir. 
When television first came into :realization, ~ matter ~ df'ess was 
a very important itemo It now has beoome one of the minor problems. In 
the programs observed, casual tailored street dresses were worn by seven 
of the performers. In clothing and make-up, informality was the keynote. 
One guest performer wore a flowered dress and had long, loose hair. This 
attracted attention away from the demonstration. three of the performers - . 
were dressed in very elaborate clothes. The reader will remember that one 
person was reported to have said she believed in wearing dressy clothes 
when presenting her progl"am3o When her program was observed, it was found 
that she wore elaborate clothes, had mttoh jewelry and looked as i.f she 
I 
was ready to attend a social functiono 
The programs having a sun room, living or qining room as a stage 
setting used varied background scenery along with moder~ furniture. Those 
',I; , 
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having cooking and meal preparation as part of their programs had :more 
than one stage setting. They had an additional set, including a perma-
nent 11'.k:itohen" consisting of a range, a sink, a refrigerator and wall 
cabinets in the background, with a cabinet-type table in the foreground. 
All kinds of small equipment, including electrical appliances, were 
. . 
used by the performers on five stationso Four of the seven stations had 
regular kitchens as stage settings, with the usual large equipment, while 
three used no large equipment. Their programs consisted of interviews on 
a variety of topics. 
The :majority of the demonstrators used simple, short sentences th~t 
were descriptive and clear. When a word was used that they thought might 
be unfamiliar to the audience, a definition was given. The demonstrators 
who were graduate home economists ehose words that are accepted for usage 
and suitable for the profession. Some of the words noticed were~ "rangefi 
instead of "stove," "homemakers" instead of "housewives," "home freezer" 
instead. of "deep freeze," and "ground beef" instead of "hamburger. ta, All 
of these are terms whioh home economists have emphasized the past few 
yearso 
The voioe, of five of the program perso:nnel observed were clear, 
normal and easy to understand while three had a high, nasal qllalitywhio~ 
was irritating. Two persons had rasping voioes whioh tended to distract 
. . .. ' 
' and two 'Others had suoh soft voices that they failed to broadcast effeo-
tivelyo 
One of the items observed oonoerned the applica·tion of good demon-
stration teohniqueso The excellent results of the finished products 
$hown by three of the demonstrators proved that they had applied good 
principles of food preparation and photographyo Also, the faot that the 
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viewer was made aware of the procedures used was evidenoe that these de,-, 
monstrators had .followed good demonstration techniques. The ooun:bers 
were well arranged and all equipment needed was olose at hand and plaoed 
in the order of use. When the demonstrators were through with one tray, 
it was r~moved to an appropriate spot and another brought :f"orth. Xll 
three of these demonstrators had well organized programs and handled all 
equipment with ease. 
From the programs observed, it seems that there might not be enough 
. . 
oompetition between really good homemaker programs to provide a great 
deal ©f variety, to stimulate ideas nor to give new slants on subject 
matter. Some program performers failed to be alert to current trends 
and were lacking in a spirit of serviee. In programs presented by non-
home economists, carelessness, poor techniques and, sometimes, laok of 
enthusiasm were evident. Close observation showed that the style of pr&-
sentation was certainly an important factor. Programs which held the ob• 
server's interest had more continuity, moved at a rapid paoe and seemed 
to have greater unity. 
The programs regularly shown by seven nearby television stations 
were observed repeatedly for a period of several weeks. Many weaknesses 
were noted and are listed here. However, their listing does not mean 
that onoe observed as a weakness, the~ always appeared; nor does it mean 
that they were common to all programs. They are introduced here because 
it is believed that reference to them would help persons preparing.to 
give such programs. Weaknesses observed in seven different television 
homemaker programs were: 
More equipment shown than used. 
Not all equipment was shown nor referred to. 
Performers not aoeurate in preparation. 
The demonstration was not completed. 
The demonstration was not always finished on time. 
A finished produot was not shown. 
Long, loose hair and patterned dress was distracting. 
Not all details of processes shown. 
Recipe repeated but too rapidly for audience. 
Started into aotion with no explanation. 
Extensive preparation decreased value. 
Inoorreot use of the English language. 
Poorly coordinated activities, demonstrator inseoureo 
Many unnecessary movements made. 
More close-up shots needed. 
Careless use of equipment. 
Memorized speech given by guests. 
No explanation made of time needed between stages of product 
preparation. 
Product partially ma.de but not mixed for audience to see. 
Patterned dress against scenic background was confusing. 
Many dishes were too expensive for average consumer. 
T00 ~ny things werA\11..done-ahead or show time. 
Beating before microphone ma.de too much noise, almost deafening. 
Some phrases used did not suit the subject of discussion. 
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Distracting interference was made by a second person on the program. 
Many commercials out up program. 
Overdressing; for program did not suit type of program. 
Ma.de dishes that would not go well together in a family mealo 
Was technical; talked down to audience. 
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The television programs observed had many strengths. At least, they 
possessed many of the features e:x:perienoed persons had referred to as 
strengths. These, when analyzed, should be of value to television per-
sonnel who want to improve their homemaker programs as well as to those 
planning to enter the field. The strengths observed were: 
The demonstrator had a glowing personality. 
Good oamera shots were at the appropriate time. 
Used olear glass bowlsi easy to see product being made. 
Information or recipes were given.olearly and oompletelyo 
Performer possessed ability to speak properly and effectively. 
Very good table decorations were shown and discussed. 
The oommeroials seemed to be part of the demonstration. 
Chatter was ~lways interesting and informative. 
Everything was ready at the right time. 
Saved minutes by doing many details ahead of program time. 
Had finished products ready. 
Had ingredients measured and ready, whioh stimulated interest. 
Kept materials on trays whioh were brought to front and removed 
when finished. 
Important stages shown, but net all details of prooessi still, 
the products looked right. 
Time element was well planned. 
Time expanse between operations used by showing additional thingso 
Demonstrator le:f"b impression she was talking- to t.heviewer. 
Reeipes and prepar~tio:h. were bri'l~r,· yet-· sueoe!:lsfiu. ·-' .. · .. · . ,-. · 
• ,. " ., • • •• - •• ' ••• • • •• • ••• • •• --. ••• , --~...,-.-:- •• • ,J 
Points were printed on ohart and repeated at end of program. 
Performer used good vocabulary. 
Slides used to illustrate all points made. 
Explanations were olear and simple. 
An attractive finished produet was shown, then its preparation was 
demonstrated. 
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Demonstrator presented new ideas as well as clever ways of present-
ing them to others. 
Emphasis was upon using equipment owned to greatest efficiency. 
Hints given on new uses of small equipment. 
Well selected close-ups of product used to illustrateo 
Demonstrator gave a recipe and followed tbrougho 
Used clear• simple terms and wordso 
Had a regular kitchen as a stageo 
llltoveJp.ents were slow and easy to follow. 
Practical and usable information was presented. 
Used a variety of interesting foods on program. 
Gave a well balanced menu each day. 
Ideas varied from day to day~ 
Close-ups of pictures, oh.arts, etc., used to illustrate. 
Programs emphasized a single idea. 
Demonstrator handled equipment in a steady, efficient :m.a.nn.ero 
Working areas were kept clean and uncluttered. 
Approved food preparation teohniq~es were used. 
The information gained from repeated observations of homemaker pro-
grams in individual television studios,~as well as over a television set, 
was similar to that gained through interviews. The weaknesses and the 
strengths which were observed were those cited as things to avoid in tel• 
evision program production as well as those emphasiz-ed as desirable by 
the interviewees. Both imply the need for an understaflding of b_asio. 
principles of action which it is thought would be of value to prospeetive 
homemaker television personnel. 
CHAPTER V 
A BRIEF REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Upon interviewing local television performers and personnel, it was 
found that most of them had had little or no training prior to entering 
. . 
the field. Although their experiences were limited, they, because they 
had had to learn on the job rather recently, were able to point out many 
details which might otherwise have been forgotteno Sinoe television per-
formers, as a whole, have had to develop their own standards, ~n effort 
was made to learn if others in the field had arrived at similar oonolu-
sions. 
Periodicals and references available were carefully reviewed, both 
for general information and for spe~ifio instructions and/or precautions 
for radio and television performers. The articles read seemed to be ex-
pressions of personal opinions, attitudes and reactions to this new 
field and not the :results of' any planned studies . or research. The Bl.._ 
tioles l«:,oa:bed dealt with the values et television as a medium of oo:m-
..... ., I 
.muni~atien,,its rapid development, and the opportunities provided for, 
•,'' . . .. " . ·-
both te~hnio~l and no:n,,oteohnioal personnel as well as the many improve-
ments made in equipm.e:ntsia.nd their uses. 
Referenoes, suoh as textbooks on demonstration teohniques and pri:n-
oiples in the field of' home eoonomios, gave much help in establishing 
basic principles, particularly those involved in demonstrating food pre-
pa.ration. Here the reader was told to make careful plans for ea.oh pa.rt 
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of the demonstration, to arrange all materials and equipment in the order 
in whieh they are to be v.sed., to plaee articles on the demonstration 
table so that all viewers ma.y see, to organize the work to be done so 
that time is used to good advantage, to minimize movements and noise in 
so far as possible and to continue praotioe until programs ean be present-
ed efficiently. Some books with pr?mising titles ignored the presentation 
and direction of a program entirely. Many showed promise of inform.a.ti.on 
on the subject of television program presentation, production and diree-
tion but upon oheoking their content, they were found to contain little 
or no information of speoifio value in planning and giving homemaker tel-
evision programs. 
Many references on writing for television and radio gave information 
oonoerni:ng script form and requirements. Fortunately or unfortunately 
for the industry and all who work in it, no standardized form yet exists. 
Suggestions were given for acquiring writing techniques through observ-
ing television production and by studying scripts for adapting writing 
talent and training to the video mediumo One important factor empha~~z~d 
,:J.',.,., 
was that shortD simple, easily pronounced words ar~ best a~d that inoom-
plete sentenoes are most effeotive in broadcasting. Performers were oau• 
tioned against the habit of coining their own term.so Common, ordinary 
language whioh is in oharaoter with the individual locality was oonsid-
ered besto 
Many ideas of general principles in preparation for productioz.i wer:e 
found in books on television and radio broadcasting and production. 
Helpful suggestions were given on the development of skill and use of 
close-up shots. A knowledge of basio oa.mera shots and what ea.eh contrib• 
utes to visualization is of importance to anyone participating in the 
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field of televisieno There are a great variety cf shots but the three 
fundamental to television are: 
it nlongm shot on one camera establishes the location and points out 
the pef'.sons involved in the action. This shot shows the f'ull figures 
of the performer and enough of the location so that the viewer is 
oriented. 
A Umediumw1 shot, taken by a second camera, brings the viewer olioser 
'to 'i.he performers and show them f'rom the waist or slightly below and 
up, with just enough head room and background for pleasing composi-
tion. 
A ttelose-up111 includes only the most important portions of' the ·sub--··· 
jeoto It is used to emphasize a point·or to show an object clearly 
which otherwise would not be seen wello 
In television, medium shots and close-ups are used with much greater 
. . . 
i""i'equenoy than long shots. Especially important are the close-ups; their 
use lends dra.matio impact to a presentation because of' the intimacy of 
the television mediUlll. 
Many ©f the books were found to contain a discussion of the working 
knowledge of the mechanfos of television rather than the detailed inform--
ation regarding the program planning and presentation muoh needed by home 
eeonomists. 
Be1:,ause of the rapid growth of television and the la.ck of' refe:rrenae 
and textbooks containing information on homemaker programs, one of the 
main souroes of helpful information found was that of bulletins distrib-
uted by the ag;rioultural extension services of those states tha;I::; a:re ao-
tively engaged in presenting television programso No effort ii made to 
summarize t.his :material; however, attention is called to the types of 
help provided. Personnel in television, as in other fields, have devel-
oped, as a natural outcome of the growbh of the industry, concepts which. 
have resulted in a terminology peculiarly their own. Many extensi©n bul-
letins have lists of te:rms 6 descriptions of' signals and oues used, as 
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well as instruotions regarding the making and using of visual aidso The 
information obtained from a review of these sources is inopi:rporated in 
the listing of principles proposed as a result of this studyo 
G~PTER VI 
SUGGESTIONS FOR PRESENTING TELEVISION PROGRAMS 
Loeating usable and informative statements of fact or principles 
for ao·bion took a long time because they were found in a variety of 
sourceso The writer, theraforeg felt that the things learned through 
this study should be presented in a brief form for easy distripution$ 
The principles and precautions presented here a.re an effort to ex-
press the ideas obtained through interviews with television personnel, 
from observations of television programs and from a study of the litera• 
ture in the .fieldo They will be presented in somewhat the same grou:pi.ngs. 
as those found in the reports of the interviews and the observations madeo 
Television P:rogx•am Pre-Planning 
To be effective, careful planning, outlining and developing must be 
fone well in advance of program presenta.tiono Time schedules are vital 
and the program director should be consulted to determine the time al-
lotted. A visit to the television studio is a helpful first step in 
planning a program. To watch a local production on the air is a faseina-
ting e:x:perienoe and to become familiar with the studio stage s13t-up will 
remove some of the unknown from the mind. 
The organization of the program will depend upon the ideas and sub-
" j~et to be presented. Nevertheless, it is important to know about and to 




Good opening continuity must contain the essential information neees• 
sary to introduce the participants. the series and the program. It will 
arouse interest in the program, stressing its timeliness, signifioanceg 
entertainment an.a/or application to the viewer, usually through a lead up 
to the idea without giving away the entire program. An outline should be 
made dividing the time so that each point to be presented will be given 
sufficient emphasise 
'.l'he main part of' the program is a swift• interesting development of' 
the outline. For the 'how-to-do-it• demonstration, time should be cheek-
ed for that required to complete the demonstration. A final surmnary is 
essential to clinch the points made. One minute planned for the summary 
is the general practice of' most performers. 
Steps generally used in organizing and presenting a television de-
monstration include visualizing the audience, deciding on the subjeot, 
d.eciding on the length of' time it will take and deciding on wt11:1,t steps 
to do. Gathering baokground information on the subjeot is also essen-
tial. Organizing subject matter, dovetailing what to say with what to 
do, planning; visual a.ids, staging~and displays are e.11 necessary in the 
pre-planning of' a program. 
Practice is most essential for.the less experienced demonstra.t~r 'and 
television performer so that any necessary adjustments ~an be 1mde before 
the progra.1B. is presented. 
Interviewing 
An it1tEtrview is b~13ically a personal appearance program in which a 
guest is questioned informally. Most television personnel start the con-
versation on a subject about which the interviewees will talk freely and 
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d:i.lflili@t t;he (Cjon:versation toward the cbjeot of t;he inte!."'Viewo 
Two advantages in writing ©Ut anarweris ftn• an interview program a.ire 
that it keeps the timing undeir control a..n.d assures clarity and d:ire~tion 
in the answei1'So One ira.ther large disadvantage is that the sp(mtaneity is 
removedo The conversation may be kept moving by asking questions that 
have been pirepa:red a:nd memorized, questions that bidng 01xt information!) 
but l<St the guest ire1real his own ste:icyo 
A n@tebook $hould not be used unless the person interviewed 'Wishes 
to be quoted verba:t:im. However., e:x:aot daa:bes or stat:isruicnsi should be rea~ 
.t"l!'om noteso 
While the guest is telling his story there will be :maey words!) re-
marks!) phrases 9 sentenoes and :mannerisms used that will be signifioant. 
If a gue$t has beE!ln stimulated to thi:ok about an idea or a subject that 
interest$ him, a fas@i:nating and unexpe~ted nugget of conversation may 
tul'n u.po 
Unexpe,aited rema.irks always t1rM.111.ula:te ~cinv-ersati@n--=on the air or in 
the liv·ing iroomo The piri:m.e req~isi'ti$ cf a go@d inte:FIY'iewer 9 as ©f' a 
g@fJid liet,,ner., b the 131lbiH.ty to fo:1rgeit s~lf=·"'never to think 4:»:f' self in 
an interview0 butt@ o@n®~ntrate on the guesto 
S@~ipt Planni~ ~ Writi~ 
S:incie telev:i.sion appeals to both sight and hearing, oonstant ©hatt,i;,r 
i~ ti!lll@</Je:ui~y.. In a dem~nstJ.r>a:ti·e;a televbion p:!!"og;z•a:m.!J the m.iolf©ph@ne 
pi,13kg;i up a:oundis t,o help tell the sti(:icy ... =such sounds as the sizzling of 
fl.7:l\.ng chi\)k~n9 the hum @:f a nd.X®l' cir the !Slewing m.aohineo Fudge bubbling 
:in a ~la!'!ll sau~epan :neieds no verbal des~rip·bion if a tCJl<eiae,,,,up shot has 
b~ei:n ple.::a.ned,, 
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Television is not now and probably never will be, a field in which 
to learn writing. It is an intricate, hectic business that consumes ex• 
orbitant amounts of time and mental energy and demands oo:nstant "peak111 
performance from skilled craftsmen. A performer oan learn :muoh from ob-
serving televis:i.on production and by studying scripts, but writing oo:mes 
only through experiencing and testingo 
The audio and vide® factors in a program oan not be separated. 
They are two parts of a single medium of communication and must be pla:nned 
Any f~rm for outlining and re~ording plans which elearly poipts out 
the relati~lil.Ships of verbal content to action to be taken, is a tµne sav-
er for the performer. Having a form 'Which clearly outlines both oontent 
and action, showing their correlation, establishes good habits of ana.ly-
idng and orge.ni.dng the det..a.ils of performance• 
Recorded plans should be sufficiently detailed so that they include 
sound effects to be used, either real or oreated, and special in&tri:tc--.,. 
tions for interpretation. Plans should also include directions for the 
members of the cast, lists of and instructions for using titles, equip-
ment" props and possible slides and films. The· script plan should eon-
tain instru~~~ f'(!)r ar;iy special expressi.ons and stage activities to be 
done by actors of c~f-eamera personnel. 
uaied. Howe·ver, a written outline is necessary, giving a desciriptive list 
of eaoh movement and event and providing a "sponge" at the end to adjust 
the amount of time needed. Regardless of the method of planning used• a 
o~ordinated plan for all audio-video aotion should be made and written 
out. This pJ,.an is the program director's guide. Station personnel oan 
put a program on the air more smoothly if they not only know but also 
have copies of the plan of the program. 
Television Program. Timing 
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From the first thought of the homemaker television program, through 
every phase of its development, the timing or pacing is an important fac= 
tor determining its suo©ess. Pacing is the art of timing words and ac-
tions so the program builds up from the opening to the olima.:x:~ G~od 
pacing utiliz~s the time given to accomplish the purposes of the program9 
weaves together the speaking and the action so that neither detracts from 
the other 9 and establishes a sequence of events so that the program 
builds interest and emerges as a unified whole. 
In giving a demonstration on television, time may be a limitation or 
an asset,11 depending upon the attitude of' the demonstratoro It limits the 
scope of the lesson to be taught to the time span allowedQ It is an assQt 
in that it requires the demonstrator to be selective in what is said and 
in the manner in which it is spokeno Detailed organizationg adequate pre-
paration and wi$e ,Jihoioe of oral copy help make the most of the time al-
lowedo Program ·bi.me @an be used more advantageously when simple, well 
known processes and techniques are done off stage and only the fiµished 
step or product show.no Avoiding repetitious processes, unless required 
by the @bjecrbi,res of the demonstration, also saves program timeo 
On teleidsion, two demonst:rators ©a:rmot work sucioessfully at one 
timec When aotually working or preparing, only one person ~hould appear 
on the telev·::1.si,©n. so:reen.. The other person can assist in the ba.okground. 
If the demonstration i.s well or.g;anized, with adequately prepared and prop-
erly identified equipment, an assistant may not be needed. All groupings 
of equipment should be numbered in sequence of its use., 
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Props, Sets and Visual Aids 
Most studios have a permanently instailed kitch~n for certain home-
maker television programs. Demonstrators should remember that vigorous 
patterned backgrounds will distract from the demonstrationso 
The glare of all-white equipment is sometimes distracting and may be 
eliminated with a spray wax or by the use of an off-white or pastel paint. 
Colors used to advantage are blue, green, burnt sienna, raw-umber and 
burnt umber. 
All pieces of working equipment for use on television should be 
selected with oare, making sure that they operate quietly and consist-
ently. Noise presents a special problem for all food preparation demo~-
strators. Plastic mixing bowls are sometimes used to out down noisei ~ut 
in general, the noisier olear glass is preferred because it allows the 
viewer to watch the mixing process. Regular repetition of sounds made by 
the use of small equipment oan spoil an otherwise good program.o In food 
demonstrations, wooden spoons are imperative. The crumpling of paper or 
the unwrapping of paper-covered packages are noises which are frequently 
maginified by the microphone and should be avoidedo Clear plastic, a 
quiet substitute for wax paper, can be handled more quietly, hence could 
be used for necessary packagingo 
There a.re" no established rules for the· selection and use of stage 
properties. These must be developed in rehearsal and by tri~l under the 
oa:mera. Experimentation in homemaker programs is continuous and although 
the results are often ~nprediotable, practice frequently locates important 
determining factors which• when changed, make £or improvemento For that 
reason, careful planning; and rehearsal are necessary for all showso 
Minute details do not show ~p when photographedo The moment a dism 
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play is made is a dramatic one, and requires careful planning0 It is the 
proof' of' all that the demonstrator has said and done, and is as essential 
as the aot performed. To fail to display the product demonstrated effec-
-.. ~ 
tively results in failure to "sel1111 the idea~ Since homemaker programs 
ue largely dependent upon displays, television personnel should make sure 
that all visible features of the articles and products used photograph 
properly. 
The displays used in any one program should be so planned that th~y 
present a clear, concise, well-told story. To prevent a continuous se-
quenoe of displays necessitates careful pre-planning, organization and 
arrangement of all stage properties usedo 
A crowded stage makes for oonfusiono So does the presentation of' 
many situations in a single progra.m.o Simple demonstrations are good., 
particularly when the viewer sees the step-by-step procedures 0 Such pro-
oedures oftentimes make discussion unnecessary. 
Suooess of every television program depends largely upon its visual 
appealo Visual aids should be simple devices that help tell the story, 
and emphasize the points made. If well chosen, they animate the subject 
and help to dramatize it. 
In general, visual aids should be simple and uncluttered. They 
should present one idea at a time. Some of the visual aids used by tele-
vision performers are familiar objects, flannel-boards with out-outs, 
films, slides, models and exhibits, photographs, posters and charts. All 
visual properties should be numbered in the order of their use and a.r-
ranged in an easily accessible manner prior to the time the program. goes 
on the air. 
Suggestions for oreating interesting pictures in a television pro~ 
gram are& 
Looate equipment and supplies in sequenoe of use. 
Plaoe small articles on working space nearest the camera. 
Arrange articles to avoid having to reach aoross them. 
Arrange all equipment being used so that the viewer can see each 
article. 
Arrange wor~ing space and equipment for left-to-right movements 
(right handed persons). 
Do not ~vere~?wd. oamera shots with props. 
Use transparent oontainers whenever possible. 
Use tray cloths. padded work surfaoes and plastic film to minimize 
noise. 
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Intensify all oolors used• since television lighting bleaoheB oolor. 
Use textured materials and contrasts in shapes and sizes to increase 
interest. 
Spray shin? objects to prevent glare on oamera lens. 
Select display backgrounds emphasizing lightness and darkness. 
Avoid the presentation of minute details which do not photograph 
well. 
Sei~ot ~quipment rightly proportioned for best display of product 
· shown.,' 
Display finished products as part of the climax of programs. 
Demonstration Program Presentation 
The demonstration is an exoellent visual method and is effeotive for 
showing many phases of home economies. It is one of the easiest ways to 
teaoh new procedures and is readily adaptable to television. 
The purpose of a demonstration is to show 'how-to-cto\ something. 
The average person is more impressed by •seeing.tt If nseeing" and •hear-
ing" are interestingly combined, the new content should be completely 
presented and, therefore, give satisfaction. 
be mem(\'))Jt·:i~:edi this tends to give a monotonous programo 
Tele1dsion is an intimate mediumo For this reaso:n9 performers shou+d 
make every effol:"t t4l'l appear natural to the viewers., Since the cia:mera le:µs 
ha~ a narrow )t'a:ng;e ~f view~ performe~s must learn to sxeoute restri@tad 
movements iii ©lose quarterso 
The present:atic:n @f a tele,rision prog;t,.am must foll©w the p:i:•e ... plai;:is 
a:r-i.d the is@;,;:•ipt" The d.emonstrat;ion itself will move alrong smoothly and 
ple ru.leso These are~ 
Start action at once 9 after a very brief introduction, or even dur= 
i:,ng i,he intJ.."'DJ\iluotior-y lfemarks., 
W@rk quickly9 neatly and s:mo()thlyo Make every mcrtion eount., Avoid 
a:iml~~s m~ti~nso 
Move sl@wly so the @am.era ~an follow~ 
Be animat~d; show interest and enthu~iasmo 
Have a @ieni~e:ir of intell."esto The televbi<O!l audiei:n~ei ©an see only one 
thing !'.l:t a time" 
Tilt p~ops toward orunera., Hold piotur~s before @run.era long enough 
f'0? vierwei1:" tc, ,seie and to grasp their> :m.eaning;o 
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When explaining teohniques or prooedures. draw on experience familiar 
to the homemaker. 
Enupoiate words clearly. Pronounce all syllables. 
Tip bowls toward the audienoe• to show consistenoy• color and voll;une 
of products. 
If neoessary. ask oamera to follow when making a move not previously 
planned. 
Keep work space olean and uncluttered. 
Look into the camera and talk while working. 
Always faoe the oamera.0 When opening re:f'rigerator and oven doors• 
step to one side so the audience may see. 
Take mishaps in stride--they happen to everyone. Don't ignore ob-
vious accidents. Explain what happened• if necessary. jind go on 
with the program. 
Show a sense of hum.or. 
When showing the making of anything• have a finished product to show0 
Use a moderate tempo and change of pace to emphasize ideas. 
Vary the tone of voice to avoid monotony. 
Watch timing oues; finish as planned. 
Demonstration Arrangement~ Content 
The demonstration is considered a good teaching method in all areas 
of home economics even though it has been used mainly for presenting foods 
and equipment television shows. The general principles for setting up and 
giving a demonstration. although basio for presenting suooessful televi-
sion progr8llls• are not the complete solution for the- principles of good 
photography must also be considered. Listed here are a few suggestions 
to keep in mind when demonstrating for t~levisio~ 
Make a list of all equipment needed. 
Make a list of all supplies needed. 
Use one tray for small equipment and supplies for eaoh step 
demonstrated. 
Place equipment e.nd supplies on trays in sequence of their U$e• 
Arrange items neatly--do not crowd or stack. 
Use a tray eloth which fits the bottom of the tray. Be sure it is 
smooth. so equipment and supplies will not bein dager of up-
setting. 
Place all tall item& at· baek oft~. 
Locate trays on counters or baek table in sequence of their useo 
Some trays may be placed out of camera range. but -within rea9h. 
Keep space between cam.era. and equipment shown open• 
If tray one is on the demonstration table at the beginning of 
demonstration. be sure to plan space for it when it is removed. 
Pres.flt Et~uipment so that all important features emphasized are 
show.n. 
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Plan oral script 'bo allow time for the removal e.nd placing of tra..yi~ 
Place labels on ingredients to help viewers. 
Use product lab~1s rather than brands on non-commercial programs. 
Before going on the air• oheok the background to see that Oalflera 
takes in only that planned. 
Make a la,t-minute cheek before program goes on the air to s,e that 
a. working area is neat and clean 
b. cupboard d<i>ors a.re closed 
o. the teakettle, tea towels• dish cloths are in place 
d. all pre-program preparation materials a.re out of sight, and 
e. all off-camera props are easily accessible 
Equiplllent Needed for Demonstrai>ion 
Most television studios provide a great deal of the small equipment 
needed for demonstrations. They usually have already taken the many pre-
cautions followed in preparing for good television programs. The:,eq~i~· 
ment available may not be the best and may not meet the standards of home 
economists; neither may it be of sufficient quantity nor the kind for use 
in presenting programs in the many areas of home economies. Therefore, 
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it is imperative th.at the television perf~rmer think thr@ugh what e~sen=-
tial ~quipment is needed in each areao A list made for use in che@king 
studio equipment enables the demonstrator to qui@kly evaluate the statt11 
of prepar&tion and m?l.terials available. A less detailed list that could 
be used prior to each program is useful whether or not the required equip-
ment is availableo 
No one al!"*a ~f homellA9.king req.ui.Joes so many detailed items of suppli,~ 
,,;t 
and equipment as does food preparation. For that reason, most homema.kill$ 
television performers give more attention to the selecting and listing of 
are eqJ!llally impro:rta.nt and need to be consideired in ·the same way o A list-
ing for demonstratiig the preparation of foods which vrould assist the 
demonsrt:ffato:r in determining the completeness of the studic:1 ~quip:m.ent might 
Spray wax to out glare of shiny utensils or electrical eq11:ipmento 
Gla$S mixing bowla 9 baking dishes and measuring cups. 
Plenty of wo6d~n spoons!) plastic :measuring spciomi and rubber spat-
~las to dead$n mixing soundso 
Sifters and beaterso 
Gla~s custard GUpi to hold ingredients on demonstration trays. 
A colored past?'y olotho White pastey!) biscuits and all doughs show 
up better against a colored clotho 
Rubber p!!i.1.d!:!! and towels to deaden sounds f'!"Om trays and working 
®tt:trf'ael'!ISo 
Make suit'e [.1,11 equipment iai in good working c,rde!"o 
1.' 
Have supplies and materials necessary for the progra.mo 
Home ie@onomisrbs who practice listing the equipment to be Ua)ed on the 
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backs of the reoipe oards in their files find that much time can be saved 
when preparing for television programso The re-cipe cards make it possible 
for non-professional help t o prepare the trays to be used while the demon-
strator is busy with other details. These tested recipes then beoome a 
I 
permanent card file. parti~ularly valuable because of the equiPlJlent list 
and other notations of importance in presenting programs. Similar list~ 
for detailed processes used in other areas of homemaking should be devel-
oped and filed as such programs are planned and ca.nried out. Television 
performers who f orm the habit of carei'ul note-taking and filing• find 
themselves using their pre-p-l ans repeatedly, each time revising and per-
feating the less sucoessi'ul details. 
Most studios are not equipped with a large variety of display dishes 
and linens. Storage space and costs are limiting factors. Additional 
equipment that is usei'ul are display dishes which provide color contrasts 
with the food• interestingly shaped plain colored dishes and plastic 
dishes whioh decrease noise. 
Persons preparing for the television field need to be reminded that 
in many instances, television performers carry much of their equipment 
with them because of limited studio facilities. When such is the case. 
previous exploration and evaluation against oarei'ully worked out lists 
of supplies and equipment make it possible for the performer to reduce 
the supplies brought in to a minimum. 
Suggestions for Arrangements 
Showmanship demands that the finished product be presented attrao-
tively. A good practice for demonstrators is to keep a file of interest-
ing illustrations which can be used as guides for preparing displays. 
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Illustrations of interesting__ food arrang.ements,·with attractive a;arnishes ., 
furniture arrangements 0 window treatments, costumes, family activities 
and 'how-to-do-it' prooasses: are valuable time savers for they not only 
assist the demonstrator in her preplanning, but also in the presentation 
of ideas. 
Displaying the finished product at the end of every 1 how-to-do-it' 
program is an established custom on all homemaker showso Some also show 
one finished product as a teaser at the opening of the program. 
A special problem is that of visualizing what is being presented in 
shades of gray, seeing it as the audience does. Food demonstrators meet 
this problem by purposel y changing the textures with which they are wor k-
ing. For example, deep swirls and furrows are made in meringueij. These 
produce varied tints when baked, thus defining the design. 
Since television does not show detail, it is best to preserve shape 
identity as much as possible. This may be done in food prepara~ion by 
keeping individual particles of food larger than usual. 
An established praetioe among studios providing television prog~8.IIIS 
for homemakers is to climax eaoh presentation with a olose-up of the most 
suooessful product prepared or one partioularly emphasizedo This seems 
to be a desirable prooedure. 
Sinoe food preparation seems to be the most popular type of program, 
all speoifio direotions listed below are hints given by professional parw 
formers as t o f ood preparation for photography and television programss 
Toast almonds slightly to decrease light refleotions . 
Leave all ohopped or out foods in easily identified pieces. 
Remove the fuzziness of ohopped walnut skins by shaking in a wire 
strainer. 
Select as nearly perfect articles of food as possible because photc-
graphs o~en change the appearance of sizes and shapaso 
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Sine~ the degree @f moisture aff'eots the photographed a.ppearaooe of 
f'o©d., oare should be taken to see that suoh things·as fruit halves 
a.re uniformly moist immediately before the progra.mo 
Plaoe under sliced pineapple exhibited., a piece ©f white paper of the 
exae·e siz;eo Do the same for gelatin moldso This gives a. clear 
p~eture because translucent foods sometimes do not photograph 
a~ourately. 
Juices ph<ll'.Otogra.ph better when in less concentrated f~rmo 
Juices seem more realistic when placed in glass containerso 
A lighter and more natural look is ©btained when lights are so placed 
that light is thrown through the juices toward the camera. 
Clutte~ed platters and trays are oonf'using and should be avoidedo 
U~ing few simpl~ garnishes wh.ioh are large enough to·photograph well 
erihanoeir· the appearance of fo©d produci;s 9 whereas., @ver-gar:nishing 
detJfaotao 
Whenever possible, use garnishes whioh provide a contrast in oolor~ 
pa.rtio·ularly light and dark., 
When s~rving plates, using two or more food produots 9 select those 
whioh a~eentuate eaoh othero 
.A»;/' n~~m-glossy· white foiod, eogo 9 p~tatoes.1> whipped orea.m..1> or oot-
ta.ge eheese, appears as a blanko These foods need a few drops 
@f bla~k er yell~w dye to make them phot~graph wello 
Make pies and oak:es thioker than average be~ause the average thick~ 
nesses t®nd to appear $kimpyo 
Use small plates for a pi®oe of pie or «)ake., B!*ead·a:nd butter siie 
is better than the pie plate sizeo When using the latter size0 
t~o much of the plate showsi. 
Always., htrt. foods should be and should look hot and cold foods ooldo 
Call attention te time changes made 'When duplicate (prsviously pre-
pu•ied) pr@duots are U.S$d to shorten pll"eparationo 
Dresses vror:n 0 when preparing food f'or television programst should bf 
washabl~.even though they may not appear to be so when photograph~do 
grooming is ess~ntialo The choioe of clothing worn is determined by the 
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type of program given. In any oase• the oostum.e should not detract from 
the program.• the guests, or the demonstration being given. Jewelry, ruf-
fles and over®dra.matio aooessories draw attention away from the lpsson 
being taught. 
A simply designed garment with some contrast and detail arou~d the 
collar or neckline is considered best by experienced people. Close-up 
shots are more interesting when some detail ~t the neckline @reates a 
pleasing .frame for the face. ExFl"eniely 10\'t :m.eokli:ne- should be avoided. 
.. :., 
Sleeves of some sort are a must '.for television. flare arms are not at-
tractive. Dresses for food shows should be washable and oomfortableo 
Aprons, if worn. should suit the dresso Both must be simple in ltne and 
design and a oontrllst in oolor value to the sta.g;e setting used• 
Lightweight tailored suits and dresses are :frequently used o~ pro• 
grams other than food demonstrations. They• to~. should be simple in 
line and design• complimenting the wearer and making a pleasing o~ntrast 
with the stage be.o~roundo 
Costume oolors to be worn under ea.mere. lights need to be mo:r,"' ~are-
:f.'ully selected than do those worn in daylight. -Particular care should be 
taken to seleot colors which compliment the ski:ri coloring. .As a Jenel!•al 
rule» black and~ white should be avoided sinoe both throw off highlights 
which interfere with the overall effect of the- picture~ 
A brunette \ with fair ski.n photographs well in white.11 while l,ight 
blondes lose their personal ooloringo And white on a brunette wiih olive 
akin,11 makes the face appear darker. 
In most programs, hands are very ~ueh in the spotlight aud require 
~areful grooming. A light. preferably dull finish nail polish is bei:rto 
Good make-up for appel;\X'ing on television. like good make-up every-
/ --~ 
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where 9 is that which accents good features.,-never that which attracts 
special attenti,on. I·t;, therefore, is not a major problem for the perfc,r:nJ!,<, 
er 11 part:icularly for those who work in studios where make-up technfoians 
are employedo 
Voiee 11 Vocabul~ ~ Microphone Techniques 
The voic~,. on television as on radio9 is very importanto The dis@us-
sion carried on provides the selling atmosphere that puts a program oveir. 
If a e0<n'V'&rsati6nal tone is used, oommon errors su0h as the slurring of! 
wordsD are automatically decreased. A natural tone also helps to keep 
the voice well modula.tedo Th:'Ls does not mean that there need be moru:rtony .. 
Prattti(il'S i'or timing; words with actions is essential. One need n@t 
"talks, through every act. Camera close-ups make it possible for actions 
to speak for i:;hemselves. During some a.©tivities (as the whirri:p.g of the 
mixer), give the viewers a ehan!le to just "see\!! for a few seoonds. A 
voice @an not oompete with the noise of a beater. 
An interesting voice is not an accident, but one whioh has been ~ql-
tivatedo Performers a.dv:lse a speaker to talk in a natu:ir•a.l manner. 
The use of a few well ehosen words a.t the right moment makes a more 
effe(,tive impression than do many words oarelessly used. Simple, {lilear 
terms 0 familiar to the audience, hold attention longero Unless the au• 
dienoe unde:rsta.nds the words used readily and quickly, they will los~ 
interest. When a wo:rd unfamiliar to the audience is used, it should be 
defined. 
Since words symbolize oonoepts of things or processes, they are con,,. 
sta.ntly being developed as a result of experiences in the fielde !'t·,D 
therefore, is imperative that television performers not only kn~w and are 
accurate in their use of words and terms in their own field., but that 
they understand those generally used by salespeoplea service people, .ma.n-. 
ufaoturers and others with whom they wor.k. All areas of' knowladge have 
their own series of terms which speoialists have developed and have es-
tablished as their own particular vocabulary. These are the terms which 
are basic to easy communication in the field in which they were develop-
ed. Beginning television performers have opportunities to learn many 
terms through their association with professional and commercial per-
sonnel. 
Since the popularity of words a.nd terms changes. homemaker program 
personnel find it advisable to keep a glossary of currently used terms 
and to formulate habits of u8-ing. these, rather than those vmfoh were pop-
ular earlier., Using terms currently employed by salesmen and manufactur-
ers adds interest to programs, often helping to establish new wordso 
Some examples of terms whioh have been ohanged or oorrected are: 
111:Range,lffl instead of "stove." 
'*Dra.peries,'w instead of "drapes" or "curtains.w 
'IIHome fi•eezer, uu instead of ,u.deep f:t•eezeo 1W 
Hi Asoorbio acid.," instead of 11Vi ta.min C. ® 
"Boiling water bath," instead of Hhot water bath. lffl 
"Counter, n ins"t;ead of "work spa.oe." 
iwDishwasher, n instead of "dishwashing :maohine. tu. 
"Fiood dispose1~ /' instead of ndispos.all. n 
Skill in using the microphone comes only through praotiee"whfoh, a,1-
though necessary., is a less important step. One must first learn to 
speak clearly and with a smooth. even flow of breath, and to interpret 
ideas with intelligence• feeling and emotional poise. Even volume is 
desirable but interest can best be held through pauses and ohan&es in 
temp@ and pitch. These are preferred to changes in volumeo Microphones 
are earefully plaoed and _performers should speak na:turall~z sho-qting; is 
not neoessary because volume is controlled by the broadcasting; engineer. 
Microphones are so sensitive that they reveal the performer's feel-
i!lgs ,tind attitudes. The ability of a microphone to reveal traces of in-
sincerity, carelessness and pretense is ineredibleo The miorophone ex-
poses personalities to the audience. Therefore, an effort should be 
made to conceal personal prejudices and emotionso 
Performers on homemaker television programs usual~y use ei~her the 
clip-on chest type of miorophone or a "boon-microphone" operated by a 
crewman. The chest type microphone needs to be protected when the per-
former is moving abouto 
Color on Television 
Now that 'live color' is being; broadcast in all parts of the country, 
oolor must be considered in program planning and it is well to have an 
understanding of' stage s-ettings. Since light and dark colors or,i. televi-
sion reaot similarly to blaek and white, the same basic photogr\phie 
principles apply. Color television uses all eolor on a grayed soale 
whieh has a shorter contrast range than other photographic medi,. 
Some televisions tudios solve the problem of oolor by havil'lg; all 
stage sets painted in tones of gray. The effect, although good for photo-
graphing;, is psychologically depressing; for the performers~ the studio 
personnel and visitors. 
The 'television gray scale' shows all oolor in corresponding; gray 
values 0 The performer needs to remember that the present television ~on-
trast range is a five-step gray s.etJ.e composed of white (practically 
white), light gray (one-fourth tint), mediu:m gray (half value), dark 
gray (three-fourths tint) and praetioally black. 
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In general, color in television with mercury vapor lights, resolves 
into gray values in the following order: 
Blue, at the high, or white end. 
Yellow, light (one-fourth tint) gray to medium. (one-half) grayo 
Green, medium (one-half) gray to dark (three-fourths tint) grayo 
Red, mediu:m (one-half) gray to black. 
Black, will have some transmitted light through it and a noticeable 
amount of edge flare. 
Persons planning homemaker programs not only need to use the inform--
ation furnished by experienced television personnel on planning colors 
for stage settings and properties, but should also apply these same prin-
oiples in the selection ef costumes for performerso 
There are few basic principles in presenting a homemaker programo 
These principles are changing rapidly beoause of the many and frequent; 
improvements in broadcasting equipment and in program presentation pra~-
tioeso For good progJ1•am presentation, in spite of the macy changes being 
:made, thos;e basio principles learned through radios public speaking and 
television experiences, as well as those acquired through journalism and 
publi@ity, must not be overlooked. 
Continuous study and praotioe by persons :t~ the field of television. 
is necessary; they cannot hope to suoeeed, otherwise. E:x:perienee is one 
of the best teaehers when suppor'bed by a sound background, continuous 
study and praotiee. Young, healthy, vigorous individuals who have the 
basic training 'rum who have vision and initiative are oonstan·tly being 
sought by executives in the field. Those persons interested will find 
that television is an excellent field, full of opportunities. 
) 
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QUESTIONS USED WHEN INTERVIEWINC+ 
What types of homemaker programs are best received? 
What is the most effective duration of program presentation? 
What type program is most popular? 
Is program devoted to one or more areas? 
What theme is used for program? 
How are viewers' needs and interests determined? 
What type of script is required? 
Talent used on current television programs? 
Number of people appearing on the program? 
Program presentation with guests? 
What type props or sets are used in program presentation? 
What method is used in handling commercials? 
What a.re the characteristics of current television program? 
Philosophy for selecting program material? 
Mastery of materials'needed? 
'What basic education is believed to be necessary preparation? 
Popularity of programs are determined by what method? 
What are <sonside:red important "tricks of the trade?ln 
What college subjeots are suggested as important prepara:bion? 
Preferred ~lothing for program performers? 
What type of program planning is used? 














HOME SERVICE AND TELEVISION STUDIO 
PERSONNEL INTERVIEWED 
WFAA-TV Perform.er 
Direetor Home Service 
Texas Eleotrio Service 
Company 
Director, Rom.e Service, 
Oklahoma Natur_al Gas 
Company 
( Mary Carter) Performer 
. KRLD-TV 
Director., Home Service 
Dallas Power and Light 
Comp.a.:oy 
Supervisor, Home Service 
Demonstrations, Oklahoma 
Gas & Electric Company 
Director, Ho.me. Service, 
Lone Star. Gas _C.ompany 
WBAP..TV Performer and 
Director Publicity 
WFAA.-'l'V Performer and 
Assistant to Julie 
Benell 
OTHER PROFESSIONAL PEOPLE CONTACTED 
Director, Heme Service, 
Public Service Company 
of' Oklahoma. 
Director, Home Service, 
Texas Power and Light 
Company 
Sales Supervisor, 
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Sybil Johnson WKYJTV Oklahoma City., Oklelloma 
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Reba Adams KOTV Tulsa, Oklahoma 
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B. Smith KOTV Tulsa, Oklahoma 
Vivian Batten KWTV Oklahoma City., Oklahoma 
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